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Recently, on an unknown night-time radio talk-show on
KDWN-AM out of Las Vegas, the host was heard to say
that “the Internet will do for communications what the jet
airliner did for transportation.”  That may be a bit of an
understatement when we realize the magnitude and the
diversity of the information available on the Internet.
Indeed, Dr. Al Overholt has said that the information he
can now get in just one day on the Internet would have
taken him six years to acquire only a few short years ago.

Perhaps you may recall when Vice President Al Gore
was actively promoting the Internet by calling it the

“information super-highway”.  Little did he or the One-World Controllers
know at the time that the Internet would play such a pivotal role in turning
around the mess they have created.  The Internet is contributing, in ways
that we may not have realized before, in helping humanity to network
together to overcome the efforts that have been made to divide and conquer
us; and instead it allows us the opportunity to awaken to what is really
happening in the world (if we can sift through the distractions).

No sooner had we reached and passed December the 7th than there were
postings on the Internet to the general effect that, “Well, December the 7th
has come and gone and nothing has happened!”  Oh, really?

Richard Hoagland, in an appearance on Art Bell’s radio talk-show on
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The  News  Desk
1/9/99    DR.  AL  OVERHOLT

BANK  REGULATORS  ANNOYED
OVER  “KNOW  YOUR
CUSTOMER”  OUTCRY

From the INTERNET, 1/2/99: [quoting]

Bank Regulators Annoyed

Federal Reserve representative is clearly
miffed about all the Internet-generated letters of
objec t ion  to  h i s  “Know Your  Cus tomer”
regulation.

The following excerpt is from American
Banker—The Financial Services Daily.

In it, regulators are quoted as saying that, in
response to public outcry, they may change
some of the terminology in their  proposed
regulations—presumably to make them “sound”
less ominous.  Words such as “profiling” may
be eliminated, but the general attitude appears
to  be  one  of  reso lu te  in ten t  to  leave  the
subs tant ive  por t ions  of  the  bank-snooping
requirements unchanged.

The remarks made by a Mr. Richard A.
Small, assistant director at the Federal Reserve
Board (who drafted the know-your-customer
proposal), reflect a tone of general disdain for
the ignorant, “hyped up” public whose “shoot-
from-the-hip” objections reflect a “total lack of
understanding of the regulations” and have so
far  y ie lded  not  one  s ing le  “subs tan t ive
comment”.

Thanks to Declan for forwarding along this
important information along to us.  —Scott
[End quoting]

We can tell by the above response that they
are going to do their best to pull this over on
us because they are so adamant about what they
are  do ing  and  ins i s t  we  a re  a  bunch  of
conspiracy-nuts when they are the worst ever on
this planet.  Please, Please respond to these
gangsters!!

[Further Quoting:]

(Original Message)

RE: “Bank regulators annoyed over ‘Know
Your Customer’ outcry”

Seems to  me tha t  i f  the  purpose  of  a
comment period is to find out what Americans
think of a proposed regulation, then regulators
should be sensitive to what the public thinks.
That means not casually dismissing criticisms as
the stuff of “conspiracies”—“It has become a
big government conspiracy to learn everything
you do with your money and what you eat for
breakfast.  That is not what we intended.”

I’ve attached at the end the contact info to
file comments.  —Declan

Comments and objections should be sent to:
KNOW YOUR CUSTOMER (comment

period ends March 8, 1999)
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve

System
Jennifer J. Johnson, Secretary
Attention: Docket No. R-1019

Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System

20th and Constitution Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20551
http:/ /www.federalreserve.gov/boarddocs/

meetings/1998/19981001/1001-OpenMem

Federa l  Depos i t  Insurance  Corpora t ion
(FDIC)

Robert E. Feldman, Executive Secretary
Attention: Comments/OES
RIN 3064-AC19
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
550 17th Street, NW
Washington, DC 20429
Fax: 202-898-3838
email: comments@FDIC.gov

Off ice  of  Comptro l le r  of  the  Currency
(OCC)

Communications Office
Attention: Docket # 98-15
250 E Street, SW
Washington, DC 20219
Fax: 202-874-5274
email: regs.comments@occ.treas.gov

Office of Thrift Supervision (OTS)
Manager, Dissemination Branch
Records Management and Information Policy
1700 G Street, NW
Washington, DC 20552
Attention: Docket # 98-114
Fax: 202-906-7755
email: public.info@ots.treas.gov (include

one’s name and telephone number)
[End quoting]

BANKS  TIGHTENING  ON
WITHDRAWALS  ALREADY!

From FREE AMERICAN NEWSMAGAZINE,
Jan. 1999: [quoting]

Because this policy has not yet been put
into place, Y2KNEWSWIRE urges you to take
out all the cash you might need for y2k right
now, before the profiling is put in place.  It
looks like 1998 may be your last chance to
access  your  OWN money wi thout  be ing
interrogated for doing so.  Banks are getting
aggressive and the FDIC is now threatening to
criminalize you if you take out cash after this
profiling policy goes into place, so grab your
money now while it’s still legal.  This is no
longer just a name-calling game.  The FDIC has
upped the ante.

WE’RE AMAZED

We’ve  been  repor t ing  on  the  banking
industry for quite some time now.  We knew
they would begin the name-calling in an attempt
to shame people into leaving their money in the
banks.  That began just last week when they
started calling people “fools” for taking their
money out.  We even predicted the name-calling
would heat up to where customers wanting their
own money would be called “traitors”.  But we
never thought the federal government would

require the “monitoring” of the private banking
activity of every person in the United States.
This has gone too far.

The “good” news is that if enough people
scream loudly enough about this, it won’t be
enacted right away.  Your effort can make a
difference.

TELL THE FDIC
THIS IS UNAMERICAN

Tell the FDIC how much you dislike this
policy, and forward this e-mail to your friends.
The  FDIC e-mai l  i s :
<Feldman.comments@fdic.gov> and the person
in charge is Robert Feldman.  Tell Mr. Feldman
we live in America, not in Nazi Germany circa
1939.  As Americans, we want our privacy, and
we think government-monitored “profiling” of
private banking behavior is outrageous.  The
FDIC needs to stop treating everybody like
criminals  and star t  t reat ing us l ike valued
customers.  [End quoting]

It looks like we still have a very short time
in which to make our voices heard.  Please,
please don’t sit back and expect someone to do
it for you!!

MORE  INTERNET  CONTROL?

From the INTERNET, 1/6/99: [quoting]

Ex-spooks take over
Internet domain name registration

The press recently reported that the National
Science Foundation has turned over Internet
Domain Name registration to Network Solutions,
Inc. (NSI) of Herndon, VA.  The press failed
to note some interesting connections.

NSI was purchased in May by Scientific
Applications International Corporation (SAIC) of
San Diego.  SAIC is  a  $2-bi l l ion company
indicted by the Justice Department on ten felony
counts for fraud in managing a Superfund toxic
cleanup site (SAIC pleaded guilty) and sued by
the Justice Department for civil fraud on an F-
15 fighter contract.

SAIC’s board members include Admiral
Bobby Inman, former NSA head and deputy
director of the CIA; Melvin Laird, Nixon’s
defense secretary; and retired General Max
Thurman, commander of the Panama Invasion.

Recently departed board members include
Robert Gates, former CIA director; William
Perry, current Secretary of Defense; and John
Deutch, the current CIA director. Current SAIC
government contracts include re-engineering
information systems at the Pentagon, automation
of  the  FBI’s  computer ized  f ingerpr in t
identification system, and building a national
criminal  history information system.  [End
quoting]

Wel l ,  now a  bunch  of  ex-government
employees and theives have control of anybody
being able to get an address on the net.

STORM  SPARKS  MAJOR
NUCLEAR  ALERT  AT  PLANT

From the  INTERNET,  <ht tp : / /
www.earthchangesTV.com>, 12/30/98: [quoting]

A FULL-SCALE emergency was declared at
a  Scots  nuclear  s ta t ion when f ierce  winds
knocked out the power to cool its reactors.
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Last night, the plant remained shut after bosses
pressed the alarm button on Sunday.  They
couldn’t restart the back-up generators, vital to
keep the reactors’ two cores from overheating.

Frightened s taff  were cal led from their
homes and battled for five hours to manually try
to reset the safety systems before the cores went
“critical”.  A boss was also rushed under police
escort to Hunterston B, in Ayrshire, it  was
claimed.  The astonishing situation—sparking
fears of a Chernobyl-type reactor meltdown—
happened after storms took out the national grid
twice in the space of 12 hours.   The first
time—at 11pm on Saturday—the emergency
back-up generators in the nuclear plant switched
on automatically.  But there were not enough
staff on duty to manually reset them before the
grid went down a second time at 11am on
Sunday—leaving plant bosses helpless.

An investigation is being carried out by the
Nuclear  Ins ta l la t ions  Inspec tora te .   A
spokeswoman said last  night:  “Two of our
inspectors were called  in as soon as the alarm
was raised on Sunday and our investigations
continue.

“There was no power to the system that
cools the reactor for a number of hours and we
do consider this a serious incident.”  It’s a
major embarrassment for  Scottish Nuclear, who
cla im the i r  sa fe ty  sys tems  cover  a l l
eventualities.  [End quoting]

This is  the most suspicious explanation
we’ve seen in a long time.  The only thing we
can be sure about is that nuclear plants are
dangerously susceptible to serious problems—
despite any backup systems which may look
good on paper.

“A  VAST  DELUSION  OF
DENIAL  ABOUT  CANCER”

From the  INTERNET,  <para-
discuss@tje.net>, 1/5/99: [quoting]

RACHEL’S ENVIRONMENT & HEALTH
WEEKLY #631, Fax (410) 263-8944; E-mail:
<erf@rachel.org>

The  Nat iona l  Cancer  Ins t i tu te  (NCI)
announced in March that the incidence of cancer
(all types combined) decreased during the period
1990-1997 at an annual rate of 0.7%.  The
cancer death rate (all types combined) also
declined during the period, NCI said.  This was
the first multi-year decline in cancer rates ever
reported.

The NCI’s upbeat report said incidence rates
declined for both males and females and for
most ethnic groups.  Two exceptions to the
trend were Black males and Asian and Pacific
Islander females;  in these two groups,  the
incidence of cancers (of all types) continued to
increase.

Unfortunately all this good news was thrown
into  quest ion by a  s tudy publ ished in  the
JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN MEDICAL
ASSOCIATION in October, showing that more
than 40% of cancers are never diagnosed among
people  who die  in  hospi ta ls .   Thus,  many
cancers are never counted in the nation’s cancer
statistics.

The study, of 1105 autopsies (654 men and
451 women) over a 10-year period, found 250
malignant cancers in the 1105 cadavers but 103
of  the  250  cancers  (41%) had  not  been
diagnosed prior to autopsy. Furthermore, of the
103 undiagnosed cancers, 57 (or 55%) were the

immediate cause of death, so cancer incidence
and cancer deaths are both seriously under-
reported.  The average age of the 1105 cadavers
was 48.3 years; the average age of the people
who died with an undiagnosed malignancy was
54.3 years.

This study examined autopsies completed
during the period 1986-1996 at the Medical
Center  a t  New Or leans ,  a  major  teaching
hospital for medical students at Tulane and
Louisiana State universities.

Important ly ,  the  s tudy pointed out  that
autopsy rates have declined, nationwide, from an
average of 50% in the mid-1960s to about 10%
today  in  teaching  hospi ta l s  and  5% in
community hospitals.  The “autopsy rate” means
the percentage of people dying in a hospital
who are autopsied.

If we accept that the average autopsy rate in
the U.S. is now somewhere between 10% and
5% (say, 7.5%), then we can calculate that the
autopsy rate has declined at an annual rate of
5.2 percent per year for the past 35 years.
Since autopsies are needed to discover 40% of
the cancers in those who die in hospitals, it
seems entirely possible that the decline in the
autopsy rate completely explains the recently-
reported declines in both cancer incidence and
cancer deaths in the U.S.  Indeed, one might
legitimately ask whether U.S. cancer rates are,
in actual fact, continuing to climb steadily, with
the trends hidden by misdiagnosis  and the
absence of autopsies.  [End quoting]

I  venture  to  say any discerning person
knows that cancer is far more prevalent today
than 10 years ago.  Most everyone today is
touched by friends or relatives who have or are
being treated for cancer.  Don’t believe these
massive lies.  The crooks are trying to keep us
from noticing their mass killing plans and their
effects.

U.S.  OFFICIALS  COURT  HEIR
TO  IRAQI  THRONE

From THE ORLANDO SENTINEL , 1/3/99:
[quoting]

UNITED NATIONS—U.S.  of f ic ia l s  a re
cas t ing thei r  ne ts  wide  to  f ind  a  credible
opposition leader or perhaps a figurehead who
might lead Iraq after Saddam Hussein, even
meeting with a man who would be king.

During the U.S. and British bombing of Iraq,
State Department and Pentagon officials met
with Sharif Ali bin al-Hussein, the 42-year-old
heir to the throne of a modern Iraqi monarchy
that ended 40 years ago.

Ali, who leads the Constitutional Monarchy
Movement, survived a revolution in 1958 that
toppled his cousin, the last king, Faisal II.  The
king was killed, along with the crown prince,
Abdullah.  Ali, then 2 years old, was taken out
of Iraq by his parents, both of whom. also were
related to the royal families of Saudi Arabia and
Jordan.

Ali’s grandfather, the emir of Mecca, was
the uncle of Iraq’s first modern king, Faisal 1,
who had been handed the throne of Iraq by the
British in 1921—Britain set about establishing
a parliamentary system in Iraq and decided to
crown it with a constitutional monarchy.

Ali, who lives in London, commands only a
small movement.  But he thinks the idea of a
constitutional monarchy still has resonance in
Iraq.

“The Iraqi monarchy would be a symbol
around which all parts of Iraq would be able to
rally because we’re not based on any single
constituency, nor are we a political party,” Ali
said recently. “What we look forward to is
establishing democratic institutions that would
guarantee that all players in politics would be
able to participate as they wish.”  [End quoting]

Isn’t this pathetic?  Some more reason for
the world to hate us and take any means to stop
us, since we-the-people fail to stop these bastard
rulers of the U.S.

OIL  PRICES  SURGE

From THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, 12/17/98:
[quoting]

Crude oil surged in after-hours trading on
the New York Mercantile Exchange, as the
United States launched a military strike against
Iraq.  Crude oil for January delivery rose as
much as 30 cents, or 2.4 percent, to $12.62 a
barrel on the New York Mercantile Exchange’s
Access trading system in the minutes after the
attack began.  Crude rose 7 percent during the
trading day and has climbed 16 percent so far
th i s  week .   Minis te rs  f rom oi l  expor t ing
countries met in Madrid Wednesday to discuss
the next steps.  [End quoting]

Well, the “elite” do believe in “killing two
birds  with  one s tone”—in this  case a  few
hundred bombs and missiles!  (Protect Clinton
and gouge us with an oil-price increase.)

When there is a glut of oil they are getting
away with this farce to raise prices again.  Will
we ever WAKE UP?

GLITCH  GIVES  $4.4  BILLION
TO  SOCIAL  SECURITY

From THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, 12/22/98:
[quoting]

A computer glitch has resulted in Social
Secur i ty ’s  reserve  account  earn ing  h igher
interest  than i t  should be,  an error that  is
gaining the retirement program billions of extra
dollars from the federal treasury.

In a letter to key members of Congress last
week, Treasury Secretary Robert Rubin said a
fix is in the works.  The correction, he said,
won’t take away money already unintentionally
credited to Social Security—along with several
other government programs similarly affected.
But it would stop additional overpayments in
the future.

“The existing balances of the trust funds,
such as Social Security, will not be affected,”
Rubin wrote in the Dec. 18 letter.

Rubin’s announcement came as lawmakers
and Clinton administration officials are looking
for a way to make up for a cash shortfall
expected to face Social Security in 2032.

Treasury  of f ic ia l s  sa id  the  amount  of
money—an estimated $4.4 billion sounds like a
lot,  but isn’t  enough to make a significant
difference in the program’s long-term outlook.
[End quoting]

If you believe this piece of trash I’ve still
got that bridge for sale!  Let’s reason here a
little: Why are they worried about 31 years
from now when they know they’ll not be around
to gain any benefit from this??  How about if
they get more money from you now they’ll have
more money of yours NOW to steal?  Always
remember they do not think of you when they
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pass laws or change them—only how it benefits
them.   KEEP THE PRESSURE ON THE
GANGSTERS!

CHECKS IN  THE  MAIL

From  THE  DAILY  NEWS,  Los Angeles,
1/2/99: [quoting]

Today was a worrisome date for 32 million
Americans,  the day the government was to
el iminate  paper  checks  for  federal  benef i t
recipients.

Not to worry.  The check is in the mail.
The federal Debt Collection Improvement

Act, passed two years ago when balancing the
budget preoccupied Congress, set today as the
day when all benefit, payments were to be made
through direct deposit.

S tung  by  compla in ts ,  the  Treasury
Department changed direction.

“It’s a date without real significance,” said
Don Hammond, the Treasury Department’s fiscal
Secretary.  “Nothing is going to happen except
the regulation is in effect.  Recipients won’t see
any changes.”  [End quoting]

And we still think we don’t have any power
to change things.  They always will give if we
apply enough pressure—remember the crooks
are only 2% or less of the population, so don’t
give up!

A  NOAH’S  FLOOD  COMING?

Have you ever heard of a place getting 31
inches of rain in 9 hours?  I keep thinking how
can it get worse—just give it time.  This tops
the record for the United States of anything I’ve
heard of previously.  As though this wasn’t bad
enough they had a bad tornado also.

This  took place  somewhere  in  Flor ida ,
according to the news item.  Does this sound
natural to you?

IS  2000  A  LEAP  YEAR??

Excerpted from the INTERNET, World Of
The  S trange ,  < the-s t range- l i s t -
reply@prodigy.com>, 12/28/98: [quoting]

....Another is the leap-year problem (which
2000 is, but 1900 wasn’t).  A standard method
of calculating a leap year is to divide the year
by four—if it’s a whole number, it’s a leap
year.  There is a ‘century clause’ though—if the
year is also divisible by 100, then it’s not a
leap year.   Guess what?  2000 is our first
‘exception to the exception’, being divisible by
400 means that the ‘century clause’ does not
apply—and not a lot of programs know that.
Finally,  2000 starts with a Saturday—1900
didn’t.  Time locks?  Ooops [Not only the date
but the day is off.]  [End quoting]

This article is referring to y2k problems.

ELIZABETH  CLARE  PROPHET
RETIRES

Excerpted from THE DAILY NEWS ,  Los
Angeles, 1/3/99: [quoting]

Corwin Springs,  Mont.—Elizabeth Clare
Prophet  has  announced  she  wi l l  re t i re  as
spiritual leader of the Church Universal and
Triumphant, a New Age sect headquartered on
a sprawling ranch next to Yellowstone National
Park.

Prophet, diagnosed with Alzheimer’s disease

in November, said she will retire sometime this
summer to deal with health concerns and to
spend more time with her family, including a 4-
year-old son.

The woman known as  “Mother”  to  her
followers said she will be 60 in April.  She
stepped down as church president in 1996.
[End quoting]

She certainly has had an eventful life.

RUBBLE  OF  THE  RUBLE

From THE MODESTO BEE ,  1 /1 /99:
[quoting]

The Russian government on Thursday pinned
a number to the weakening ruble, announcing
that its value had dropped almost 70 percent
over the last four months in relation to the U.S.
dollar.  In another hit on the pocketbook, annual
inflation, which appeared under control until the
financial problems, reached 84.4 percent in
1998, the government reported.  [End quoting]

Thanks  to  Soros  and  h is  gangs te rs—
including the queen of England.

LIBYA  CLAMPS  DOWN

From THE MODESTO BEE ,  1 /1 /99:
[quoting]

Libya  on  Thursday ordered  a l l  fore ign
airlines to close their offices in the country,
Egypt ’s  of f ic ia l  news  agency  repor ted .
Government officials said the closure would last
until the United States and Britain allow the
World Court to settle the dispute arising from
the indictment of two Libyans charged with
blowing up a Pan Am airliner, the Middle East
News Agency reported from the Libyan capital,
Tripoli.  U.N. sanctions prohibit foreign flights
into Libya, but airline offices in Tripoli have
been selling tickets to travelers who leave Libya
by road and then take flights from neighboring
countries.  [End quoting]

The tide is turning for the worst for the U.S.
all over the world.

CHICKEN  SOUP  AND
THE  “JEWISH”  CONSPIRACY

Excerpted  f rom FRANK LAMPLEY’S
NEWSLETTER, 1998: [quoting]

....The tobacco companies are being asked
for $570 billion to pay for the damage they
have done.  Since the drug companies have
caused  2000 t imes  tha t  amount  of  hea l th
problems, why are we not asking them for 2000
t imes  $570 b i l l ion ,  o r
$1,140,000,000,000,000.00?  This would abolish
ALL taxes for another 200 years, with hundreds
of trillions of dollars left over for educational
programs, homeless people, and assistance to
s ing le  paren ts ,  e tc . ,  e tc .   Note  tha t  mos t
antibiotics are in fact not made in the US, and
also that the nation of Israel gets the lion’s
[part missing]...

...some of these take what they call “chicken
soup” when they are sick, instead of antibiotics.
In my community, “chicken soup” is referred to
as “Jewish Penicillin”.  Israelis, by the way,
don’t use antibiotics.

I used to work at a place that made kosher
“chicken soup”; the only chicken in the building
was what I took to work in my lunch.  There
was NO chicken in the “chicken soup”.  It was
my job to fill the mixing vat, and when the

supervisor told me to put in 6 bags of cayenne
pepper,  3 bags of echinacea,  and I  bag of
goldenseal with some other herbs and flavoring,
I at first thought it was a trick to rip somebody
off by making it taste like chicken soup without
adding any actual chicken.

Years later, while studying and reading how
to heal  the body through natural  means,  I
learned these herbs were helpful in feeding the
immune system and persuading the body to cure
contagious diseases and infections without the
use  of  an t ib io t ics .   Tha t  was  my rude
awakening ,  when  I  rea l ized  they  were
recommending the rest of us take antibiotics,
which would eventually wipe out an entire
Christian civilization, while they took the herbal
cure.  They kept it a secret from us by calling
it “chicken soup”.

When I  found out  about  a l l  th i s ,  I
discovered there is another way to fight disease:
by feeding the immune system.  I picked up
where  they lef t  off ,  d id  20,000 to  30,000
feeding experiments over a 20-year period, and
developed a product 20 to 50 times better than
that “chicken soup”, and 1000 times better than
antibiotics.  This product completely, totally
made antibiotics obsolete forever.  Whereupon
an Israeli agent named David Kessler (then head
of the FDA) sent four carloads of armed robbers
with sawed-off shotguns to my research farm.
They robbed my employees at gunpoint, stole
my vitamins, and told the newspapers they’d
had  a  “drug  ra id” .   The i r  c la im tha t  my
vitamins were drugs was based solely on what
I said about the vitamins, and had nothing at all
to do with their chemical composition.  Then
the crooks had the audacity to turn around and
sue me.  THEY sued ME!  And got a court
order preventing me from telling anybody about
the product that  made antibiotics obsolete;
without side effects, without a prescription, and
at a fraction of the cost.

Instead of keeping it a secret, I wrote full-
page  ads  te l l ing  my cus tomers  what  had
happened.  Some 50,000 of my customers and
their friends wrote to their Congress-people and
Senators.  Thanks to your help, Congressional
investigators got warrants for the arrest of some
of the FDA officials and subpoenaed Israeli
agent David Kessler to testify before their
investigating committee.  Rather than testify
before Congress, David Kessler (then head of
the FDA) resigned and fled the country, going
to Israel.  Rumors have it that after the session
of Congress adjourned, Kessler returned and
some crook in the White House appointed him
to another job.

After the above-mentioned Congressional
investigation, Congress passed a law forbidding
the FDA or any other governmental agency from
labeling a product a drug just because of what
i s  sa id  about  the  product .   This  kept  the
Ges tapo  quie t  for  a  whi le ,  bu t  when  the
government got wind that we are writing a book
about it ,  they tried to harass, threaten, and
intimidate me into keeping quiet.  Today I got
a notice in the mail from Federal Court, stating
that my products are drugs based solely, again,
on what I had to say about them and having
nothing to do with their chemical composition.
This completely ignores the fact that Congress
had passed a law saying they could not do that.
The worst case of Contempt of Congress I’ve
ever heard of!  It’s a criminal conspiracy to
deny me every right guaranteed me by law and
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Beginning January 1st and running through January 22nd we will have on SALE
Gaiandriana, AquaGaia, Horsetail, Gaia Vite & Aloe Juice 10x.  The sale will be:
“BUY TWO, GET THE THIRD ONE FREE”.  Well, kinda free.  We will add on a
small fee for each freebie, to cover the freight.  The amounts are as follows:

2oz-freebies @ $1.00 s&h
16oz-freebies @ $2.00 s&h
32oz-freebies @ $3.00 s&h

other, regular freight fees still apply.

This offer is good only on orders shipped within the United States.

*Limit 2 free offers per product and size.  Note this sale is on all sizes.

Thank You for your continued support.

Yours Truly,
NEW GAIA

800-639-4242 Hurry
! S

ale Ends

1/22/99

New Gaia Products
January Sale

the Constitution.  It’s a criminal conspiracy to
put me out of business, and it’s a criminal
conspiracy to keep me from telling you about
the conspiracy to rob and murder an entire
Christian civilization by bankrupting our farmers
and causing starvation, by closing our health
food stores and chiropractors’ offices, thereby
forcing us to accept conventional medicine
which is calculated to cause more illness to
keep us coming back for treatments, until they
get our money and take our lives.  Before you
start to say nobody could be that evil, remember
th is  i s  the  same organiza t ion ,  the  same
mentali ty,  and in fact  the same conspiracy
responsible for the most evil act ever committed
anywhere on the face of the Earth by any
human or humans at any time in the entire
his tory of  the world:  they murdered Jesus
Christ, knowing full well he was the Son of
God.  And anybody who would murder Jesus
Christ is capable of anything.

I remember when an Israeli agent named
Adolf Hitler, and another Israeli agent named
Joe Stalin, and another Israeli agent named
Franklin D. Roosevelt, gathered around the cash
register and sang Onward Christian Soldiers!
while 40 mill ion Christ ians murdered each
other.  I had already known about Hitler and
Stalin; I caught on to Roosevelt when I learned
there  i s  a  Frankl in  D.  Rooseve l t  Jewish
Cemetery that wouldn’t sell you a burial plot,
6 feet of real estate, for a million dollars or any
amount of money, unless you are Jewish.  Do
you think they’d name it after somebody who
is  not  Jewish?   Why i s  there  no  John F .
Kennedy Jewish Cemetery?

Which brings us to the Holocaust. There was
nothing  published about the Holocaust until
1954.  Your local library should have the old
newspapers on microfilm; look for yourself.
The first news story about the Holocaust was in
1954.  Who kept it a secret, and why?  Were
those actually 6 million Jews buried there, or
were those 6 million Christians?  Do you really
want to know the truth?  Do you think you can
handle the truth? I’ll tell you the truth.  Why
do you think Israel is trying to
prevent this book from being
published?.....

Pray for Bill Clinton!  Al
Gore is the Antichrist!!

Written and published by
Frank Lampley, 199 Springton
Rd., Glenmoore, PA 19343;
610-942-7833 Permiss ion
granted  to  photocopy th i s
letter, but not to reset type, so
as  to  avoid  e r ror .   [End
quoting]

This  man has  a  lo t  o f
interesting information in his
newsle t te r .   Very ,  very
interesting about the chicken
soup and  makes  a  lo t  o f
logical sense since the Jews
are always talking about their
chicken soup.

Can you  imagine?!
They’ve been hyping chicken
soup for our health and selling
tons of it to us, when their
chicken soup has no chicken
in i t .   This is  just  a small
sample of what they’ve been
doing  to  us  a l l  a long  and

laughing their heads off at us.  IT’S WAKE-
UP TIME!!

REPLACEMENT  FOR  RITALIN

From  U.S.  NEWS  &  WORLD  REPORT,
1/11/99: [quoting]

For some reason Americans have focused on
severe ly  addic t ing  and  damaging  drugs
(amphetamine and its relative, Ritalin) as the
solution for persistent problems in many boys
and some girls—hyperactivity and inattention.
This  i s  despi te  the  fact  that  thousands  of
practitioners report that a simple, noninvasive,
nonaddic t ing ,  non-poisonous ,  no t  harmful
training method works splendidly: biofeedback
(reading and monitoring electricity from the
head as well as temperature, skin resistance,
hear t  ra te ,  and  musc le  tens ion) .   An
inexpensive, rapid, harmless training method
fixes ADHD [Attention Deficit Hyperactivity
Disorder], permanently and without harm.  No
need for therapy, no need for poisons, no need
for drugs.  —George Von Hilsheimer, Ph.D.
Maitland, Fla.  [End quoting]

This push toward drugs over safer solutions
is due to how the doctors are trained to think
and act.

CHECK  YOUR  PET  FOODS!

Excerp ted  f rom the  INTERNET,
<HEOT@onelist.com>, 12/29/98: [quoting]

(Taken from Nexus magazine:)
Commercial pet food and stock feed contain

a cocktail of dead domestic animals and deadly
environmental toxins.  Warning: these four short
articles will make you rethink what you feed to
your pets, and even what you and your family eat.

THE TRUTH ABOUT
CATS AND DOGS

by Ann Martin

The pet  food industry,  a  bi l l ion-dol lar ,

unregulated operation, feeds on the garbage that
otherwise would wind up in landfills or be
t ransformed in to  fe r t i l i ze r .  The  h idden
ingredients in a can of commercial pet food
may include roadkill and the rendered remains
of cats and dogs.  The pet food industry claims
that its products constitute a “complete and
balanced  diet”  but,  in  reality,  commercial
pe t  food  i s  unf i t  fo r  human or  an imal
consumption.

“Vegetable protein”, the mainstay of dry dog
foods,  includes ground yellow corn,  wheat
shorts and middlings, soybean meal, rice husks,
peanut meal and peanut shells (identified as
“cellulose” on pet food labels).  These often are
little more than the sweepings from milling
room floors.  Stripped of their oil, germ and
bran, these “proteins” are deficient in essential
fa t ty  ac ids ,  fa t - so luble  v i tamins  and
antioxidants.  “Animal protein” in commercial
pet foods can include diseased meat, roadkill,
contaminated material from slaughterhouses,
fecal matter, rendered cats and dogs and poultry
feathers.  The major source of animal protein
comes from dead-stock removal operations that
supply  so-ca l led  dead ,  d i seased ,  dy ing  or
disabled to “receiving plants” for hide, fat and
meat removal.  The meat (after being doused
with charcoal and marked “unfit for human
consumption”) may then be sold for pet food.

Render ing  p lan ts  p rocess  decompos ing
animal carcasses, large roadkill and euthanised
dogs and cats into a dry protein product that is
sold to the pet food industry.  One small plant
in Quebec, Ontario, renders 10 tons (22,000
pounds)  of  dogs  and cats  per  week.   The
Quebec Ministry of Agriculture states that “the
fur is not removed from dogs and cats” and that
“dead animals are cooked together with viscera,
bones  and fa t  a t  115 0 C (2350 F)—for  20
minutes”.

The US Food and Drug Administration’s
Center for Veterinary Medicine (CVM) is aware
of the use of rendered dogs and cats in pet
foods, but has stated: “CVM has not acted to
specif ical ly prohibit  the rendering of  pets .

However,  that is not to say
that the practice of using this
mater ia l  in  pe t  food  i s
condoned by the CVM.”

In both the US and Canada,
the  pe t  food  indus t ry  i s
virtually self-regulated.  In the
US,  the  Assoc ia t ion  of
Amer ican  Feed  Cont ro l
Off ic ia l s  (AAFCO) se t s
guidelines and definitions for
an imal  feed ,  inc luding  pe t
foods.  In  Canada,  the  most
prominent  cont ro l  i s  the
“Label ing  Act” ,  s imply
requi r ing  product  labe ls  to
state the name and address of
the manufacturer, the weight of
the product and whether it is
dog or cat food.  The Canadian
Veterinary Medical Association
(CVMA) and  the  Pe t  Food
Association of Canada (PFAC)
are  voluntary  organiza t ions
that, for the most part,  rely
on  the  in tegr i ty  of  the
companies  they  cer t i fy  to
assure that product ingredients
do not  fal l  below minimum
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standards.
The majority, 85 to 90 per cent, of the pet

food sold in Canada is manufactured by US-
based multinationals.

Under the terms of the US-Canada Free
Trade Agreement, neither the CVMA nor PFAC
exercises any control over the ingredients in
cans of US pet food.

Pet food industry advertising promotes the
idea that, to keep pets healthy, one must feed
them commercially formulated pet foods.  But
such a diet contributes to cancer, skin problems,
allergies, hypertension, kidney and liver failure,
heart disease and dental problems.  One more
item should be added to pet food labels: a
skull-and-crossbones insignia!

(Ann Martin is an animal rights activist and
leading cr i t ic  of  the  commercia l  pe t  food
indus t ry .   She  l ives  in  London,  Ontar io ,
Canada.)  [End quoting]

You really ought to do more research on
this topic if you have pets because this is just
a sampling of what you are doing to your pets
with commercial  foods.   Imagine what the
crooks are doing to OUR foods when they are
getting away with this.

RADIOACTIVE  TUMBLEWEEDS
ON  RISE  AT

NUCLEAR  FACILITY

From THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, 12/31/9:
[quoting]

First, radioactive ants, flies and gnats were
found at the Hanford nuclear complex.  Now, a
government  repor t  says  the  number  of
radioactive tumbleweeds found blowing around
the  s i te  has  increased  dramat ica l ly .   The
Department of Energy found 20 contaminated
tumbleweeds in the first six months of 1998,
compared with  11 dur ing a l l  of .  1995,  an
increase likely stemming from stepped-up efforts
to search the area.  Hanford stopped producing
plutonium in the 1980s, but some areas remain
highly radioactive.  [End quoting]

Didn’t we all believe the “elite” when they
said nuclear energy was clean and cheap?

A  CIVIL  AUTHORITY  HAS  ORDERED
TESTING  OF  TV

From the  INTERNET,  <ht tp : / /
www.earthchangesTV.com>, 1/4/98: [quoting]

Hi Folks, something just happened that I
have NEVER seen before (3:10 PM PST).  A
warning came across all television channels of
which sound was cut OFF.  On some channels,
the whole screen was shut down except for the
message.  The message reads as follows:

“A CIVIL AUTHORITY HAS ISSUED A
REQUIRED MONTHLY TEST FOR THE
FOLLOWING COUNTIES/AREAS:  ALL
WASHINGTON AT 3:05 PM ON JAN. 4, 1999
EFFECTIVE UNTIL 3:35 PM.”

Could this be related to y2k and civil unrest,
or is it more about earthquakes and volcanos.  I
will try to interview someone at the local CBS,
NBC, ABC affiliates.  Also I will contact the
Emergency Management office.

Please report if this has happened in your
area.

Sincerely, Mitch Battros, Producer—Earth
Changes TV.  [End quoting]

The crooks are  jus t  get t ing the  system
tuned-up and ready for action!

NEW  THOUGHTS
FOR  A  NEW  YOU

From the INTERNET, 1/99: [quoting]
I t  i s  no t  a  s in  to  ques t ion  t rad i t iona l

doctrines.  It is a sin to be afraid to.  (Bill
Donahue)

Rel ig ion  i s  misunders tood  mythology .
(Joseph Campbell)

Strange times are these in which we live
when old and young are taught in falsehood’s
school.  And the one man who dares to tell the
truth is  cal led at  once a lunat ic  and fool .
(Plato)

He is not Godless who scorns the God of
the multitudes.  He is Godless who accepts the
opinions of the multitudes concerning their God.
(Epicurus)

QUIPS

From the  INTERNET,  <ht tp : / /
www.earthchangesTV.com>, 12/98: [quoting]

Happiness is a journey, not a destination.

Something To Ponder:
Work like you don’t need money,
Love like you’ve never been hurt,
And dance like no one’s watching.

BOBBY’S  CHRISTMAS  DAY

From   THE   COMMUNICATION  LINE,
12/22/95: [quoting]

Bobby’s Christmas Story
(author unknown)

Bobby was getting cold sitting out in his
back yard in the snow.  Bobby didn’t wear
boots;  he didn’t  l ike them, and anyway he
didn’t own any.  The thin sneakers he wore had
a few holes in them and they did a poor job of
keeping out the cold.  Bobby had been in his
back yard for about an hour already.  And, try
as he might, he could not come up with an idea
for his mother’s Christmas gift.  He shook his
head as he thought, “This is useless, even if I
do come up with an idea, I don’t have any
money to spend.”

Ever since his father had passed away three
years ago, the family of five had struggled.  It
wasn’t because his mother didn’t care, or try,
there just never seemed to be enough.  She
worked nights at the hospital, but the small
wage  tha t  she  was  earn ing  could  only  be
stretched so far.  What the family lacked in
money and material things, they more than
made up for in love and family unity.  Bobby
had two older and one younger sister, who ran
the household in their mother’s absence.  All
three of his sisters had already made beautiful
gifts for their mother.  Somehow it just wasn’t
fair.  Here it was Christmas Eve already, and
he had nothing.  Wiping a tear from his eye,
Bobby kicked the snow and started to walk
down to the street where the shops and stores
were.   I t  wasn’t  easy being s ix without  a
father, especially when he needed a man to talk
to.

Bobby walked from shop to shop, looking
in to  each  decora ted  window.   Every th ing

seemed so beautiful and so out of reach.  It was
start ing to get  dark and Bobby reluctantly
turned to walk home when suddenly his eyes
caught the glimmer of the setting Sun’s rays
reflecting off of something along the curb.

He reached down and discovered a shiny
dime.  Never before had anyone felt so wealthy
as Bobby felt at that moment.  As he held his
new-found treasure, a warmth spread throughout
his entire body and he walked into the first
store he saw.  His excitement quickly turned
cold when salesperson after salesperson told him
that he could not buy anything with only a
dime.  He saw a flower shop and went inside
to wait in line.

When the shop owner asked if he could help
him.  Bobby presented the dime and asked if he
could buy one flower for his mother’s Christmas
gift.  The shop owner looked at Bobby and his
ten-cent offering.  Then he put his hand on
Bobby’s shoulder and said to him, “You just
wait here and I’ll see what I can do for you.”

As Bobby waited, he looked at the beautiful
flowers and even though he was a boy, he could
see why mothers and girls liked flowers.  The
sound of the door closing as the last customer
left, jolted Bobby back to reality.  All alone in
the shop, Bobby began to feel alone and afraid.
Suddenly the shop owner came out and moved
to the counter.  There, before Bobby’s eyes, lay
twelve long stemmed, red roses, with leaves of
green and t iny  whi te  f lowers  and a l l  t ied
together with a big silver bow.  Bobby’s heart
sank as the owner picked them up and placed
them gently into a long white box.  “That will
be ten cents young man,” the shop owner said
reaching out his hand for the dime.  Slowly,
Bobby moved his hand to give the man his
dime.  Could this be true?  No one else would
give him a thing for his dime!  Sensing the
boy’s reluctance, the shop owner added, “I just
happened to have some roses on sale for ten
cents a dozen.  Would you like them?”

This time Bobby did not hesitate, and when
the man placed the long box into his hands, he
knew it was true.  Walking out the door that the
owner was holding for Bobby, he heard the
shopkeeper say, “Merry Christmas, son.”

As he returned inside, the shopkeeper’s wife
walked out.  “Who were you talking to back
there and where are the roses you were fixing?”
Staring out the window, and blinking the tears
from his own eyes, he replied, “A strange thing
happened to me this morning.  While I was
setting up things to open the shop, I thought I
heard a voice telling me to set aside a dozen
of my best roses for a special gift.  I wasn’t
sure at the time whether I had lost my mind but
I set them aside anyway.  Then just a few
minutes ago, a little boy came into the shop and
wanted to buy a flower for his mother with one
small dime.  When I looked at him, I saw
myself, many years ago.  I, too, was a poor boy
with nothing to buy my mother a Christmas gift.
A bearded man, whom I never knew, stopped
me on the street and told me that he wanted to
give me ten dollars.  When I saw that little
boy tonight, I knew who that voice was, and I
put together a dozen of my very best roses.”
The shop owner and his wife hugged each other
tightly, and as they stepped out into the bitter
cold air, they somehow didn’t feel cold at all.
[End quoting]

What a lovely story.  It’s enough to put the
warmth back in Christmas.  
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Friday, December 4th, 1998, made it very clear
that he never said there would be any kind of
landing on Dec. 7th in Arizona.  What he said
was that if it doesn’t appear as though anything
happened on Dec. 7th, it doesn’t mean that
nothing happened, it only means that we didn’t
see it or hear about it because things are done
in such secrecy when the secret government does
an operation.

A 1961 report prepared by the Brookings
Institution (a think-tank that is par t of the
Tavis tock  Network  for  mind-cont ro l
programming) for the National Aeronautics and
Space Administrat ion (N.A.S.A.)  may shed
important light on why we are not told the truth
about what is really going on in space, and why
we have been told for the past 37 years such
things as that the Space Shuttle is being used to
study the breeding of salamanders in space.

Anyone who has read my book The Untold
History of  America ,  and regular readers of
CONTACT, should be well aware of the fact that
the Space Shuttle has been used for, among other
things, weather modif ication (weather control).

The 1961 Brookings Report (see inset on next
page) was 300 pages (the full report is available
from The Enterprise Mission, P.O. Box 1130,
Placitas, New Mexico 87043, fax [505] 771-
0820) and dealt with, among other things, the
“implications of the discovery of extraterrestrial
l i fe”.   Page 216 of  the repor t  specif ical ly
discussed the “consequences of discovering
in te l l igent  ex t ra te r res t r ia l  L i fe” ,  and
contemplated the question of “how might such
information... be presented to or withheld from
the public...”.  Richard Hoagland pointed out that
the Brookings Report “seems to have played a
crucial role in determining off icial N.A.S.A.

policy (if not that of other branches of the
Federal government). . .  for more than thir ty
years .”   So  much for  hones t  gover nment
agencies.  We would be foolish to expect any
truth from N.A.S.A.

Doesn’t it seem a bit likely that since 1961
there have been numerous sightings, both civilian
and military, of real extraterrestrial craft?  But
no matter how much these incidents are reported
in the civilian sector there is never any off icial
acknowledgement of  them whatsoever from
military sources, including from N.A.S.A.  Is it
that N.A.S.A. has never investigated or been
made aware of any of these U.F.O. incidents, or
are they just following the same old policy of
denial since 1961?  So much for your tax dollars
paying for honest government!

Now that  Dec.  7th  has  passed and Mr.
Hoagland has been able to put some pieces of
the puzzle together, what happened on Dec. 7th
appears to be quite amazing to say the least.

To go back for just a moment, you will recall
it was a man named Paul Dore, in England, who
was the f irst person to reveal publicly that an
interstellar signal was being picked up from the
direction of the Pegasus constellation.  Shortly
after that Mr. Dore issued a statement on the
Internet denying any knowledge about the E Q
Pegasi signal.

Perhaps due in part to prompting by others,
Richard Hoagland looked more closely at Paul
Dore’s statement and realized it was a very
carefully and cleverly coded message.  Further
study and investigation has led Richard to believe
that Mr. Dore is in fact a double agent with
British Intelligence.  Mr. Dore appears to be part
of a growing number of others around the world
who want to get the truth out to the public about
what is really coming down on us quickly now.
When he was essentially forced to make a
retraction, he made it in such a way that others
would hopefully be able to read between the
lines and f igure out what he really meant.

One of the more interesting things in Mr.
Dore’s statement was a reference to the weather:
“I am a bit depressed now, though that could
have as much to do with the weather.”  Richard
believes this is “a deliberate and highly pointed
weather  reference which. . .  c learly [means]
something else.”

Something that was not mentioned by this
reporter in the f irst part of this story, found in
the Nov. 17, 1998 issue of CONTACT at page 9,
was the work being done by Reverse Speech
analyst and pioneer David Oates.  Mr. Oates has
appeared on Art Bell’s show many times, and
although some believe that what he has done
may only be coincidental, it does appear that
there are some very revealing things to be found
when normal speech is reversed.  Sometimes
there is more truth to be found in reverse speech
than what the person speaking is letting on!

Mr. Oates has reversed Secretary of Defense
Wil l iam Cohen’s  August  20th ,  1998 press
brief ing concerning the U.S. cruise missile “anti-
terrorist strikes” made in Afghanistan and Sudan.
One of the things Mr. Cohen said in reverse was
“Bring in NASA with December Seven.”  This
was  a  conf i r mat ion  to  Mr.  Hoagland  of
information he had already received earlier from
his own intelligence sources.

On the evening of November 21st, Mr. Oates
discovered something he had originally missed
in William Cohen’s August 20th statement which
was associated directly with the December 7th

[Continued  from  Front  Page]

What Happened In Arizona
On December 7, 1998?

This book shatters the image that has traditionally been portrayed as American
History, by exposing the high-level corruption that passes for business as usual
in the Halls of Congress, the White House and throughout our entire Judicial
system.

The Untold History of America was written for the specific purpose of providing
a high school textbook for all American schools that would educate students into
the real nature of our national situation.  With a clear understanding of things
as they exist in reality, students will then be in a much better position to go on in
life and do something to correct our current downhill course.

This book is for those who want to know why America is the way it is today,
where we went wrong, who are the responsible parties, and what we can do to
bring back the American Dream our forefathers and mothers fought so hard to
establish and gave their very lives to defend.

Special emphasis is placed throughout the book on the original inhabitants of
America, the Native Americans.  They lived for thousands of years on this
continent in complete harmony and balance with the Earth.  With their help we
may yet be able to turn things around so that our tomorrows will be something
we will all be honored to pass on to the children who are our future generations.

by Ray Bilger

The first 16 parts of Ray Bilger�s ongoing series,

The Untold History Of America, have finally been compiled into a book,

 The Untold History Of America, Vol. I,

now available from Phoenix Source Distributors for $7.00 plus S/H

The Untold History
Of America
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reference.  Mr. Cohen clearly says in reverse
speech, “Plan evil weather”.  This is another
obvious mention of weather, but we had to wait
until Dec. 6th to see what it meant.

Anyone who watched the weather over the
weekend of Dec. 5th & 6th in Arizona witnessed
an  incred ible  snow s tor m apparen t ly
unprecedented in that State’s history.  Heavy
snow and cold temperatures reached as far south
as Phoenix.

One  of  the  o ther  th ings  Mr.  Hoagland
revealed on Art’s program on Dec. 4th was the
location of the possible landing site in Arizona
which had been given to him by his intelligence
sources as far back as June of
1998.   That  locat ion  was  a
mountain called Tur ret Peak,
which  i s  in  the  exac t
geographical center of the State
of Arizona.  Richard stated that
he felt it might not be safe to
go there, but at the same time
he felt Art’s audience consisted
of intelligent adults who could
decide for themselves if they
wished to be witnesses to events
that might take place.

As it turned out, the snow
storm on Dec. 6th was so heavy
and blinding that it caused the
closure of Interstate 17, the
major north-south route through
the middle of Arizona.  The
storm prevented people from
doing  much of  anyth ing
outdoors  and  kept  a lmos t
ever yone  away f rom Tur re t
Peak.

On Sunday,  December 6,
1998,  th i s  repor te r  was  in
communication with Lorraine
Gersic in New River, Arizona
(about 28 miles south of Turret
Peak), and with Francis Emma
Barwood in Dewey, Arizona
(about 28 miles northwest of
Turret Peak).  Both of these
contacts conf irmed that there
was a blinding snow storm on
Sunday, December 6th, and that
there was heavy fog.

Francis Barwood said the
cloud base was at 4,000 feet.
The elevation of Turret Peak is
5,840 feet.  Given this set of
facts it is quite conceivable that
a  secret  operat ion could be
conducted on Turret Peak, and
no one  be low 4 ,000  fee t
elevation would know anything
about it.

Also, prior to December 4th
a  NOTAMS (Not ices  To
Airmen) was put out that can be
verif ied by the F.A.A. (Federal
Aviation Agency) in Phoenix.
The content of the NOTAMS
was  tha t  there  would  be
temporary f l ight  restr ict ions
over a large area of the State of
Ar izona ,  f rom the  g round
surface on up, from Dec. 5th to
the 7th.

On Tuesday night, Dec. 8th,
Art Bell had Richard Hoagland

as a guest along with a man named Terry Major.
Mr. Major happened to be on Turret Peak on the
afternoon of Sunday, Dec. 6th, during the height
of the snow storm, and he observed that there
was bright, clear sky opened up in a large,
per fec t  c i rc le  cen tered  d i rec t ly  over  the
mountain.

Richard has  obtained radar  data  of  the
weather from NEXRAD for the afternoon of Dec.
6th and it clearly shows a large, perfect circle
in the snow storm half the size of the State of
Arizona, centered over Turret Peak.  At the same
time this was recorded on radar an extremely
powerful E.M.P. (electromagnetic pulse) in the

form of an E.L.F. (Extremely Low Frequency)
signal (in the range of the human brain waves)
was generated from under Turret Peak, and it was
felt as far away as the East Coast.  This reporter
felt it in Tehachapi, California.

Richard  has  a l so  ob ta ined  da ta  f rom
H.A.A.R.P.  (High-frequency Active Auroral
Research Project) which shows that H.A.A.R.P.
was very active on the afternoon of Sun., Dec.
6th.  Richard believes that H.A.A.R.P. made the
heavy snow storm by weather modif ication and
that whatever made the E.M.P. beneath Turret
Peak caused a large circle in the snow storm that
was recorded on NEXRAD radar.  Even Art Bell,

who is usually reluctant to
be l ieve  the  wea ther  i s
controlled, could not deny the
volume of coincidental data
Richard presented.  Please
check out Richard’s website
for the impressive details on
th is  and  more  a t
www.enterprisemission.com.

The Dec. 16, 1997 issue
of CONTACT  ran a front-
page article by this reporter
about the situation in New
River, Arizona, just 28 miles
south of Turret Peak.  The
ongoing New River  s tor y
involves  the  proper ty  of
Chuck  Byers ,  a  former
explosives contractor for the
C.I.A.  The B.A.T.F. seized
Mr. Byers’ property in Sept.
of 1997, ostensibly because
of  a  few dangerous
chemicals, and has had heavy
equipment and trucks going
in and out of the property
since then.

This  repor te r  has  jus t
spoken with Mr. Byers in
Ar izona  and  he  does  no t
know why these heavy trucks
would be going in and out of
his property (he, as well as
everyone else, is banned from
the  p lace—ar med federa l
agents are ordered to shoot
trespassers).  He said he only
had a few 50-gallon drums
which would not require even
one  la rge  t r uck  to  move
them.  He also says (and it
is now common knowledge)
that the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers has been involved
in assess ing the  s i tuat ion
since the summer of 1998.
Over 2.5 million dollars has
been spent by the government
agencies so far.  For what?

The  Ar my Cor ps  of
Engineers was involved with,
among o ther  th ings ,  the
construction of the NORAD
underground facility under
Cheyenne  Mounta in  in
Wyoming in the 1960s.  What
are they doing on (or under)
the  Byers  proper ty?
According to Byers, “To date
(Dec. 9, 1998), the BATF/
EPA/Corps of Engineers has
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wasted upwards of THREE MILLION DOLLARS
(and counting) of U.S. taxpayers funds for a
‘problem’ that never existed in the f irst place.”

The Army Corps of Engineers was supposedly
brought in because the Corps is now involved in
hazardous waste management, yet they know
nothing about this and had to hire a consulting
f irm, Tetra Tech, to do the evaluation of Byers’
property.  It is of more important interest to note
that the Corps is and has been involved in
serious underground construction.  For example,
in  1985 the  Cor ps  i ssued  a  Repor t  on
Underground Construction Methods, and in 1987,
Lloyd Duscha, Deputy Director of Engineering
Construction for the Corps, gave a speech on
construction of underground facilities.  In his
opening remarks he said, “several of the most
interesting facilities that have been designed and
constructed by the Corps are classif ied.”  Does
the Byers property in New River fall into this
category?

Byers claims to know nothing about any
tunneling under the New River property.  He still
contends “the C.I.A. wants the contents of the
bunker destroyed because there are things in
there that would implicate the C.I.A. in the
deaths of American Citizens.”  That may be only
part of the reason for being there.  Something
still smells f ishy about all this.

Richard Hoagland believes that there has
been tunneling going on under the Byers property
and that it may go all the way up to Turret Peak.
Richard is of the opinion that something very
powerful was being tested on Dec. 6th under
Turret Peak and some inside intelligence sources
wanted him to know about it.

Richard’s research has led him to believe that
there may be a lot more going on underground
in Arizona than we are being told about.  Regular
readers of CONTACT know that there is a lot
going on underground practically everywhere.
The August 5, 1997 issue of CONTACT had an
impor tant  ar t ic le  (wi th  p ic tures)  of  secre t
underground bases.  The March 5, 1996 issue of
CONTACT, and the August 11, 1998 issue, had
articles about ancient underground caverns under
the Grand Canyon in northern Arizona.  And the
Dec. 22, 1998 issue of CONTACT had an article
about WingMakers, which involves a series of
ancient underground chambers in New Mexico
with incredible artifacts and futuristic technology
and information.

It appears that there may be
a  vas t  ancient  underg round
complex covering a large area
of the American Southwest.  It
is a known historical fact that
the city of Phoenix is built on
top of an ancient city that was
occupied f rom 700 A.D.  to
1400 A.D.  Mr. Rob Meyer of
Sedona ,  Ar izona  has  pu t
toge ther  some in te res t ing
information about things under
Arizona and he puts it out on
the Internet through his e-mail
address  a t
robmeyer@sedona.net.   It  is
rumored there is a large ancient
underground complex that runs
from the Andes Mountains in
South America all the way up
to Canada.

An Apache Elder related
that his people would enter the

underground near Boynton (near Cottonwood,
Arizona—not far from Sedona) and ride for
about f ive days and come out near Bisbee,
Arizona on the border with Mexico.  The Apache
said that when he was young, he was warned
“NEVER to go into any of the side tunnels along
the way”.  He said that one time he stopped near
one and he could “hear way off in the distance
a sound like machines”.

Richard Hoagland believes that the Phoenix
area may be sitting on top of an ancient city that
goes back 200,000 to 300,000 years—a time
period when there may have been an active
civilization on Mars in the region of Cydonia.
He notes the similarity of the name Sedona and
feels there is some connection.  It is the Cydonia
region where a face and pyramids and other non-
natural structures have been observed on Mars.

It does seem quite possible that there might
be an ancient city under Phoenix.  There is a
series of books titled Life and Teaching of the
Masters of the Far East, in f ive volumes, by
Baird T. Spalding (DeVorss & Co. Publishers,
Marina Del Rey, California, phone [323] 870-
7478) which discusses Mr. Spalding’s extensive
journeys through the Far East where he was
shown incredible things by spiritual Masters.

Mr. Spalding was taken to an area in the
Gobi Desert in Mongolia (see Vol. II) to visit
three ancient cities that were reached by digging
down about 90 feet below the Earth’s surface.
A direct descendant of the inhabitants of one of
the cities stated that they were populated 230,000
years ago and “it was quite common to f ind men
and women thousands of years old.”  They did
not have rulers.  “All governing was entrusted
to  advisor y bodies  se lected by the  people
themselves... Each person lived by the universal
laws.   There  were no soldiers ,  paupers  or
beggars.”  This information has been handed
down for the past 75,000 years that he knows
of.

Also, there is information on the Internet
about a secret  underg round United Nations
mi l i ta r y  base  under  Ar izona .   Check  out
w w w. n e b o n e t . c o m / h e a d h o m e / d a d m i s c /
sedona.htm.

In addition, Native Americans in Arizona
have long had contact with visitors from outer
space, including from the Pleiades!  Lorraine
Gersic  heard a  Nat ive  American gir l  f rom
northern Arizona discussing the subject, who said

the Indians see the (space) craft all the time.
A Native American named Speaking Wind

just spoke on Art Bell’s radio program on Dec.
9, 1998.  He discussed Earth Changes and spoke
extensively on H.A.A.R.P. and weather control.
Thirteen days later, on Dec. 22nd, he was found
dead  f rom a  “hear t  a t tack” . (??)   Was  he
intentionally deaded for saying too much?

On Wednesday night, Dec. 30, 1998, Art did
a show with Richard Hoagland and two other
guests  who thoroughly chast ised what  Mr.
Hoagland is doing and saying.  Richard was
called a liar, and worse.  It appears unmistakable
that he is on to something that the Elite do not
want you and I to know about, AT ANY COST!

Art also read a fax from a scientist, who
wished to remain anonymous, who has appeared
on the show before.  This man, a personal friend
of Mr. Hoagland, has been put on notice that if
he speaks any further about weather control or
things that are about to come down on the people
in the very near future, HE WILL BE DEAD
WITHIN 48 HOURS!  The man said in the fax
that he agreed with Richard and went on to say,
“It’s this simple—if I wish to live for even 48
hours, I cannot go into that [weather control] or
other things... Nothing you or I or anyone else
can do can change what’s coming down now.”
Could this be Tom Bearden, who appeared on
Art’s show on September 21, 1998?  Check the
website for a very enlightening article by Tom
on “Sca la r  E lec t romagnet ics  and  Weather
Contro l” ,  a t  www.t r icounty i .ne t /~randerse /
weather.htm.  Perhaps exposure can change those
evil plans.

Remember,  Dr.  Peter Beter,  Intell igence
Specialist, was f inally killed on March 14, 1987,
because he would not shut-up regarding his
extensive knowledge about the ongoing U.S. and
Russian weather wars (see The Untold History
of America, page 115).

Phoenix def initely appears to be a special
place that has some very signif icant meaning
with, and connection to, the concept of the
Phoenix rising from the ashes.

Commander Hatonn said at a meeting on July
23, 1998 that “The Phoenix Project,  as we
recognize it, is this time in historical evolution,
if you will, where the Phoenix Bird or that which
has basically disintegrated into the ashes of a
society, or a thing, begins to rebirth itself.  Up
from the ashes comes the Phoenix, which is the

symbol of the highest bird of
the Bird Tribes of God—the
Universal Man of God.  And
the  symbol  of  the  Phoenix
bir thing i tself  from its  own
ashes is the point.”

What does all of this mean?
Must  we  exper ience  some
measure of destruction for the
people to wake up enough for
the  Kingdom of  God to  be
rebirthed on Earth?  Or will we
wake up sooner and change the
script?  We are the ones who
must f igure out the cosmic play
we are in, and much more will
be revealed to all of us in this
impor tan t  year  of  1999.
Discernment will be a great
virtue, as deceiving us is the
name of the game of the Elite
rulers of the New World Order.
Stay tuned!  

Note To Our Readers
As you all know, CONTACT has had to reduce its size (number of pages) in

recent months in order to remain financially balanced.  According to the
feedback of you readers, this size works well.  You are thankful to be able to
finally “get through” the paper in a week, before the next one arrives, and you
appreciate the balanced  presentation of different materials.

Where the smaller paper size does not work so well is when, as in this
week, we have a lot of Commander Hatonn (plus other) material from our
away-team in the Philippines which “has to run” in the paper this week.  On
top of that there is the added constraint of one of those writings being called a
Public  Notice,  which wil l ,  for  legal  reasons,  consume space for  four
consecutive weeks of newspaper real estate.

Thus, those of you who are looking for material such as would include the
next promised installment of Korton, or the other Master Teachers, or Dr. John
Coleman on y2k,  or Nora’s Research Corner,  plus a backlog of  other
information, will have to be patient with the constraints which necessarily
delay publication of that material at this time.

— Dr. Edwin M. Young, Editor-In-Chief
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1/3/99  #1    HATONN

LET’S  TALK
ABOUT  “TIME”

Every human being has the same amount of
“time”.  Whether you are on the Moon for a
day or on a vacation for a day, it is important
to realize that you have the SAME amount of
“ t ime”.   Therefore ,  i t  i s  obvious  tha t  the
differences in people and circumstances are
very much related to how you USE your time
allotment.

Since Dharma is my secretary here, we will
center much of our writing around what is
taking place today in  the Phi l ippines,  and
specifically, Manila.  It is no different here
except for a few remaining customs but mostly
the  hap-hazard  l iv ing  s ty les   a re   now
patterned after Anytown, U.S.A.—except with
no “order”.  Fortunately, most of the people are
easily kept in line by police with automatic
weapons.

What was witnessed on New Year night?  A
WAR ZONE!  I believe that if you bothered to
look up the t radi t ions of  the country,  you
would find a lot of incredible beliefs in ghosts
and goblins, evil spirits and other such invisible
manufacture of the wishes of man.

The bigger the firecracker equals the bigger
displacement of BAD SPIRITS.  It is believed
that the noise is what keeps the evil spirits
away, and once or twice a year they are driven
OUT by NOISE in a concerted effort to really
clear them away.  Then, they are supposedly
KEPT OUT by  ongoing  publ ic  chaos  and
NOISE.  This goes with the rhythmic beat of
DRUMS and the nearest thing the local chaps
can find is the rock and roll hard metal beat of
your CURRENT PRIMITIVE SOCIETY.  Well,
all you do is enhance the evil-spirit-lodge club
but certainly every thinking mind is driven
OUT and away and if that doesn’t fully work—
get  the  bo t t le  of  booze  or  loca l  t ree-sap
ferment.

A little beer?  A little beer is not only OK,
it is good for you to some extent—if you are
thin and frail.  However, the additions to beer,
you must realize, are addicting and intoxicating
and one leads to as many as the belly can
hold—usually.  Check it out!  Wine and hard
liquor are the same even if perceived as only a
bit less subtle.

But  when wil l  YOU, whoever  you are ,
attend the responsibility of SELF and allow

others to do likewise?  YOU KNOW WHEN
YOU ARE PUSHING THE LIMITS OF
ANOTHER—TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS.  That,
however, is YOUR BUSINESS, NOT MINE.
Only when that slops over onto others and me,
do I butt into the game.  It comes right down
to, “If you don’t care enough about others and
MY requests, then so be it, for I will not care
for many of YOUR personal desires.”

And, how do you shop?  Do you go buy
one for another and one for yourself?  Oh, this
is the usual way of doing things for what you
do is actually choose something for another that
YOU REALLY WANT FOR SELF.  The shop
owners LOVE it, and YOU, because you end
up buying TWO of everything regardless of
circumstances and inconvenience involved in
actually “having” the item.

Is  th i s  about  t ime or  the  cons is ten t
inconsistencies of man?  DOES IT MATTER?
Yes, for you use up so much “time” in these
games of inconsequential self-pleasing that you
then just don’t have “time” for proper attention
to the task toward successful conclusion of any
worthy mission.

Do I mean that you should not do anything
bordering on being human?  No, I am telling
you how it is and not with demand or pushing
for your life is your life, and SELF-LOVE is
NOT the same thing as SELF-WILL or IN-
LOVE WITH SELF.

But, directly relating to very second-by-
second passage of clock t ime and calendar
time—you are thrust into a world of focus on
WRONG THINGS.  Mostly, if wrong deeds are
done, you must face the consequences and you
are  pul led in  by the  t rappings  of  a  g iven
Season of Customs to act a bit foolishly; you
will dread the Season (which is wrong) rather
than simply take responsibility and ENJOY the
privilege of participation.

What, for instance, will you do with that
s i l ly  THING you got  because  you  s imply
“wanted it”, after the Season is past?  Will you
now have to hide it when others come who will
tease  you about  i t?   Wil l  you never  dare
“wear” something lest someone see you in it?
It is much as with stolen goods where you
could not dare be discovered  holding  the
i tem taken .   This  i s  ca l led  “shor t - te rm
thinking”.

All the jewelry brought on this journey to
Asia by Ekkers goes unworn and unpacked.
Jewelry?  Yes, even the Sav-On pieces.  If you
go anywhere in the so-called “better part of

town” you may get by with a TINY little ring
or chain and a watch that is cheap and has a
very good clasp.  In the “not so great” parts of
the place, YOU WEAR NOTHING EXTRA OR
IT MEANS MUGGING OR WORSE.

Now that  the U.S.  is  THE hated Satan
around the globe, the more an American dresses
DOWN, in rather  dowdy coverings,  and is
generous with fellow travelers of the citizenry,
the more he will be accepted and included.
The Elite are hated, and that includes both
foreigners  and the pol i t ical ly-economical ly
Elite.  Oh, they may be applauded because they
are so Big in notability—but they are hated
with passions beyond what you see.  There are
not ten firecracker shooters, for instance, who
wouldn’t just love to shoot them within Mr.
Estrada’s car or in a U.S. delegation.

Phi l ipp ine  pres ident ,  Mr .  Es t rada ,  for
instance, just gave his “little politicians” in his
adminis t ra t ion  and  leg is la ture  a  P  (Peso)
100,000 ($2500) bonus for Christmas.  Well,
some of them (but perhaps not all?) got it for
we also have selective gift-giving.  How does
that  make the man feel  whose family was
deprived of even shanty status and squatting
r igh ts  by  a  typhoon which  a l so  has  now
deprived same of food?  The anger runs deep
and the solutions are “give the squatters a meal
on Christmas” and pat them on the head while
promis ing  o ther  fa l se  th ings  “next  year” .
Welfare is worse for this further lowers the
Self-respect of the receiver who can’t care for
himself and/or his family.

And t ime?   We f ind  i r r i t a t ion  and
impatience as time is an issue in our own daily
expecta t ions .   We wil l  hear  something on
Tuesday  or  we  have  an  appoin tment  on
Wednesday,  or  whatever .   BUT,  to  a  Mr.
Echegaray  who i s  due  to  be  executed
SOMETIME on the 4th of January (tomorrow)
and who  has  a  brand  new  bride  of  a
week,  he isn’t too happy about that passage of
TIME.

No time is given to the man because “they
don’t want any inconvenience from the people
against the death penalty”.  Moreover,  Mr.
Estrada has already said he is God, in this
instance, and he “can’t” or “won’t” forgive for
the crime involved.  Oh my!  When will the
murdering  stop?   Obviously  not  today  on
Mr.  Es t rada’s  watch .   Be ing  God i s  too
important.

Mr. Estrada, the movie actor and comedian,
has said he will “pray for the man in point—
if he has time”.  And, oh yes, this was a major
headline in the paper so it must be so.

What did the man do?  Oh he just raped
and ravaged his stepdaughter over and over
again for several years—UNTIL CAUGHT.  But
he promises not to do it again, and after all, he
was just allowed to marry his live-in lover and
have conjugal visits (because, I suppose, he
likely also deals in Viagra) through these last
days of his death-row sentence.

Was this the only crime of this man?  No,
he  i s  a l so  “up”  for   d rug   push ing   to
children, drug use and selling, abuse of other
par t ies ,  rape  and  murder  (he  c la ims  se l f -
defense).  Wow, how would YOU like to be
president, in line to decide about such things?
THERE IS A DEATH PENALTY UNDER THE
LAW.

There is  actually a problem with lethal
injection (the method of execution here) and

View From Philippines

Make Time For God Or
Get Lost In The Play
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that is that the man in point is a DRUG USER
and “they” fear the veins are so bad that the
lethal drug will not work and/or a vein cannot
be found to inject the drugs into the system.
In Prison?  A DRUG ADDICT IN PRISON—
ON DEATH ROW?  Indeed, the drug-in-prison
industry is the most lucrative business around
these parts.

“Time” ,  however ,  i s  a  very  se r ious
cons idera t ion  for  th i s  man,  and  a l l  those
touched by him, good or bad.

WHAT IS  YOUR “TIME”
CONSIDERATION?  I  note  that  you  are
all  so concerned with “things” that you never
cu t  back  on  tha t  which  i s  luxur ious  or
convenient TO YOU while filling up whatever
“time” you perceive is dogging your movements
or  wishes .   FILL THAT TIME WITH
WRITING AND YOU WILL BECOME
INFORMED.   TALK TO GOD AND GET
SOME BALANCE!  DO SOMETHING
BESIDES DRIFT IN NEVER-NEVER LAND!
MAKE “PLANS” AND REARRANGE
POSSIBILITIES FROM HOW TO PAY FOR
SOMETHING, LIKE THE RENT, OR PUT
DOWN IDEAS FOR RUNNING A NEW
WORLD DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM.  USE
THOSE COMPUTERS FOR WHAT THEY
WERE ORIGINALLY MADE TO DO—HELP
IN THE ACCOUNTING,  WORKING
PROGRAMS,  BUILDING  OF  SYSTEMS,
ETC.

People  now run  to  the  In te rne t  for
entertainment, movies, whatever.  How many of
you  REALLY DIG UP HISTORICAL
INFORMATION, for instance, to see whether or
not SADDAM might actually be some sort of
“mad-man” or is it the U.S. who is filled with
“mad-men”?  Or both??  BOTH NATIONS
ARE FILLED WITH HUMAN PEOPLE,
PLANTS,  ANIMALS—GOD’S GREATEST
CREATIONS—THAT YOU ARE BLOWING
AWAY!  DO YOU THINK THERE WILL BE
NO CONSEQUENCES?

“Time will pass” and “this too shall pass”
is the fact of the matter, and with it so too will
go your attention, if in fact you ever paid much
at ten t ion  to  fac t s  ra ther  than  r idd les  and
distraction lies.

What  can  YOU DO?  CHANGE THE
WORLD, AND INDEED, YOU!  “ME?” you
ask in shock, “what can ‘I’ do?”  Get off your
assets, pour in your help, get informed and
change things—starting in this moment in time
as if you are THE ONE CHOSEN BY GOD TO
DO THIS JOB!   YOU ARE ,  YOU MUST
KNOW, BUT YOU HAVE REFUSED TO
PARTICIPATE.

I don’t think you want to hear more about
“ t ime”  percept ions  or  ac tua l  “space”
presentations.  You don’t want, actually, to be
brought out of your stupor.  You want the way,
the money and the success to be dumped on
you at your convenience in your own luxury
lack of deprived notation and serve up the
wor ld  on  YOUR PLATTER for  your
management and direction.  What makes YOU
worthy?  GOD MAKES YOU WORTHY—but
most never learn that because you can’t even
abide your co-workers enough to share a day in
the same room much less the time and space
consequential to getting a job done.  Usually
this is because “someone” else pays the bills.
A lot of people get more and more flexible
about their circumstances when they don’t have

dinner or a bed.  God will provide?  Does
GOD provide in these human circumstances or
DOES SOMEONE ELSE HAVE TO ATTEND
YOU, YOUR POSITION, YOUR SALARY,
WHILE YOU JUST SIT AROUND AND
“DESERVE IT” SOMEHOW?  Do “you” make
beggars of others to supply YOUR wishes and
desires?

I  want  a l l  of  you,  EACH OF YOU, to
ponder these things, and then take control of
your life for the use of GOD and stop the
selfish response to anything and everything.  If
you are unwilling to “cut corners” for “Me”
then I shall not respond to your druthers as to
space or timing, chelas.  And no, DO NOT
TELL ME YOU ARE DOING IT FOR YOUR
MENTAL ATTITUDE AND STABILITY—FOR
IF YOU ARE SO UNSTABLE AS TO LACK
ABILITY TO TEND SELF IN INTELLIGENT
SAVINGS, THEN YOU ARE NOT WORKING
“FOR” ME—YOU ARE STILL HUNG-UP ON
SELF.

Mother Theresa slept in the gutter with her
children in need.  Diana slept in a palace in
designer nighties (usually with “another” man)
and yet, who is best remembered?  Ah, but for
HOW LONG?

These are THE THINGS to think on as you
enter this year, the YEAR OF GOD (999), for
unt i l  you real ize that  the mission is  more
important than YOU, you aren’t going to get
much done, are you?

But what can you do, say, in ANGOLA?
You can’t go line-up for a handout of rice?
Well, perhaps you could go dish out the rice
until the people can do it for self.  Or you
could contribute some of the rice.  Or, you
could help build a program for feeding those
people  AND THEN PUTTING THEM TO
WORK SO THAT THEY BECOME SELF-
SUFFICIENT.   AND, YOU COULD STOP
GIVING THEM VIAGRA SO THAT YOU
HAVE MACHO INFECTED MEN AND MORE
BABIES TO KILL.

Am I hard on you?  Indeed!  I WARNED
YOU.  I told you early, early on that I am
considered the most impossible person you will
find flying around the Universe.  You just
d idn’ t  qu i te  be l ieve  me because  you  a l so
KNEW I wouldn’t DO ANYTHING to you.
Ah, you do that unto self; I don’t have to do
anything TO you—but neither do I have to do
anything FOR YOU.

I find even my little crew has found ONE
player who actually thinks they “may” want to
risk a hand at the table. (???)  How many
nations and people are there in the WORLD,
dear ones?  How many nations who could use
the same plan?  How many have you flooded
with information?  Oh?  How did you expect
them to “find out” in the super-secret society
of the Elite?

I find all over everywhere that people just
“don’t feel good”?  Was your journey about
“feeling good” or accomplishment?  Why do
you think there are so many tinkering addicts
around?  Of course, because they want to FEEL
GOOD.  Ah, but what doesn’t show is that they
are dying, yea killing selves, because they think
they want  to  “feel  good”.   Actual ly ,  they
simply have a demand and craving, beyond all
o ther  th ings ,  TO FEEL GOOD ABOUT
THEMSELVES.  And no, you don’t even fool
one another and you certainly do NOT fool
me.

LOSING  SUBSCRIBERS

I always note that on these particular topics
I find everyone involved, say, with THE paper,
wonder ing  whether  or  no t  to  RUN THE
WRITINGS.  It will usually be accepted that
“The Guy” is after his Team again.  No, I’m
not.  You just don’t want to annoy or REALLY
wake up anyone to TRUTH.  SO THE BIG
QUANDARY—DOES IT RUN?  Nobody wants
to lose subscribers but you made that choice
when you went on the Internet where people
can get the information FOR FREE.  FREE
INFORMATION IS VERY OFTEN EXACTLY
WHAT IT IS  WORTH IN PRICE—FREE
USUALLY MEANS WORTHLESS.  Should
“we” get off the Internet?  NO.  Make more
income properly and let the information be
FREE to everyone—period.  And yes indeed,
we are working on it as hard as we can paddle.
We will move even more quickly when the
row-team gets more paddlers and more paddles
in the water.

I am somewhat amused, even if none others
might be, that it seems “up to the big boy” to
find a way to pay the bills and manage the
show hither and yon while individuals mete out
such as “I won’t work with” that one or this
one or that other one!  Who asked you to do
such a  th ing?   When YOU think you can
decide WHO I AM GOING TO WORK WITH
you might wish to think a second time.  I will
work with those who WANT to work with me
for the RIGHT REASONS.  I need not a bunch
of people telling me who is right and who is
wrong.  I like input, not demand or refusals
IF...

And, for those who inquire about such as
changing positions and stations: If changes are
made for the correct and right reasons (not
necessarily the same thing) I will tell you now
that you will be moving into a much better
interchange and position where your REAL
talents can be presented and utilized.  It is a
wise  man or  woman who sees  these
opportunities and seizes the moment to risk
change.  Just always be SURE you act for the
RIGHT REASONS and that  you can honor
yourself INSTEAD OF DENYING SELF for
Self-WILL instead of Self-LOVE.  Sometimes it
takes a few mis-steps to recognize the correct
response to each action.  Youngsters, by the
way, are given a bit more patience in these
areas than you “old folk”.  They are having to
search their way because YOU didn’t give them
that wondrous realization of Self-Esteem and
recognition of Love vs. Will.

The input I look for is the sincere prayer
and realization of: I am doing the right thing
and therefore God will help me see and find
that which is suitable for me—BECAUSE I
HAVE ASKED HIM TO DO SO AND
INVITED HIM WITHIN MY LIFE.  This is
quite different from: “I’m going to do God’s
will ,  but  by God I  am going to do i t  MY
WAY.”  No, we are not going to do THIS JOB
“your  way” for  you have fai led miserably
THUS  FAR  in  YOUR  WAY.  We  are
going  to do it GOD’S WAY OR NO WAY AT
ALL.

PEOPLE  AND  PLACES

Yes, we will get around to some of the
people and places who are important, or even
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unimportant (of which there is no one) as we
move along.  We will, oh indeed, speak of
such as Imelda, but more important are the
other players AROUND dear Imelda.  She is
trying to remain THE big focus but it isn’t
longer working—for each flower has its time of
bloom and then fades and, alas, GOES.  We
will use lots of examples along the way—but
more importantly, we will use examples that
you recognize in your own experience.  I am
hard on my TEAM and CREW because you are
the MOST IMPORTANT ELEMENTS IN  THIS
GAME AT HAND.  Until YOU recognize  your
own importance and respond in GODLY  ways,
we can’t attract that which we need.  This is
NOT because the other players are so “Godly”,
it is just that in most instances a slip of  your
“show and tell”  will   cast you  into  the
throngs of other  “con”  people  and  criminal
elements falsely presenting their wares.  If
YOU  a re  te r r ib ly  “ f lawed”  and  you  a re
somehow “ in  charge”  you  a re  under  the
microscope of COSMIC SIZE.  And, none of
you are perfection and, therefore,  unsuitable
in  most  instances  to  represent  GOD at
the cocktail  party and that is just the way it
IS.

Oh dear ones, we have such a magnificent
PLAY that we must not get all the directors
who have yet to succeed in such outstanding
capabilities to ruin our presentation.  And no,
it won’t be the ones who drift through—it will
be you who can or do allow the drifters to
enter the play in the Director’s chair.  We meet
whatever needs we can, for the playwrights and
presentation players—but we do not displace
e i ther  THIS DIRECTOR or  p lace  o ther
enterprises above what  is  our  mandate for
content of THIS PLAY.

No, you won’t always KNOW what those
people and activities might be—and THAT IS
WHY YOU HAVE YOUR DIRECTOR FOR
THIS PLAY ALREADY IN PLACE AND YOU
AS PLAYERS WERE CHOSEN FROM ALL
THE OTHER ENTITIES.  THIS MEANS THAT
PLAYERS WERE CAREFULLY SCREENED
AS TO ABILITY, CAPABILITY AND DESIRE
FOR SUCCESS OF “THIS” PLAY.  YOU ARE
NOT GIVEN TO KNOW, AND THAT IS THE
INTRIGUE AND CHALLENGE OF THE
SCRIPT ITSELF.  YOU CAN, HOWEVER,
HANDLE WHATEVER TASK IS SET BEFORE
YOU TO ACCOMPLISH—FROM SHIPPING
TO PUTTING OUR WORK TO TAPE FROM
THE MYRIAD WRITINGS.  ALONG WITH
THE TASK AT HAND, YOU WILL ALSO
NEED TO CONTRIBUTE SELF AS A PUZZLE
PIECE TO INSURE THAT THE TAPESTRY
OF THIS PLAY IS  COMPLETED IN
PERFECTION.   SO,  BE CAREFUL HOW
YOU REACT AND RESPOND TO OTHERS
FOR YOU ARE GOING TO BE ONE WITH
THAT OTHER  IN THE FINAL CURTAIN
CALL WHETHER  OR  NOT  YOU  LIKE
IT.  AND THE FACTS ARE, IF YOU DON’T
LIKE IT,  YOU WILL NOT MAKE IT TO
THAT FINAL CURTAIN AS A MAIN
CHARACTER ON THE STAGE WITHIN THIS
PLAY.

GOD will not compromise one iota of the
Truth of Himself to suit your wishes, kids.
This is just the way of it.  THIS IS THE WAY
IT IS.  If you don’t like it—you may go, for
we are not going anywhere to suit your selfish
whims.  Set your limitations and you may well

find you have set the fences in such a way as
to note that you are on the OUTSIDE with no
gate back into the action.

I note everyone is lining up in his or her
assumed pecking order.   I  hope you aren’t
going to bleed too much when you find it will
be  OTHERWISE ARRANGED.   This  i s  a
tes t ing  of  soul  in ten t  o f  each  and  a l l  o f
humanity along with the activit ies of your
individual schedule of daily experience.  I am
interested in your SOUL and what you do to
the souls of every other man you contact or
ignore .   NEVER BE RESPONSIBLE FOR
DRIVING ANOTHER FROM TRUTH—EVEN
IF THE TRUTH IS NOT TO YOUR LIKING.
How much do  YOU se t  yourse l f  a t
inconvenience to assist another in his “soul”
pain of decisions which might just involve
YOU?  Are you relieved when that party goes
away?   Or ,  a re  you  quick  to  see  what
adjustments you can make to an honorable
meeting of that “other’s” needs.  Every being
has NEEDS; are yours more important than his?
ONLY TO YOU.

I tell you to get, and be, CREATIVE for
you are the CREATORS within CREATION.
Ah, what a worthy position—but, do you use it
rightly or do you just assume your position to
maintain “YOUR WAY”.  Sinatra might have
done it “his way” but his life as such was a
total LOSS and BORE.  I repeat, we are going
to have to do this mission GOD’s way, and our
hope and prayer is that YOU WILL BE WITH
US,  FOR ULTIMATELY THE LEAST OF
THOSE YOU ASSUME AS BEINGS WILL BE
ONE WITH US ON THAT FINAL DAY OF
CONFRONTATION AND INTEGRATION—
WHETHER IT BE WITH GOD OR APART
FROM GOD.  So be it.

I shall have to have many writings such as
this, readers, for unless you get WITH SELF,
we are not worthy to run ANYTHING, even the
town garbage dump.  In fact, the ones who run
the garbage dump ARE AMONG THE MOST
IMPORTANT PEOPLE ON YOUR GLOBE .
You had better give SERIOUS thought to this
fact and get with the program instead of your
wishes for self for the day.  A wise prayer for
each day is: “God, please allow in your grace
to let me do your will in your perfect way.”
Aho, DAD.

* * *

1/3/99  #2    HATONN

MORE  ON  “TIME”

Having run out of “time” and “space” in the
prior writing of this morning, I ask you to
indulge me a bit that I might point out some
rather interesting things regarding “time”.

I have said you are in error regarding the
passage and accounting of “time”.  Some get
truly angry, others don’t give a damn, and
perhaps the latter parties are the wiser of the
lot.  However, for you sticklers who have to be
“shown”, try this upcoming information on for
size.  I do not pretend to do a better job of
this than would Nora from her “corner” but it
will prove sufficient for thought provoking I
suspect.

From a  “Spec ia l  Repor t”  by  Rudy A.
Fernandez, and is the last of a three-part series
comes a dealing with the calendars in your

recognit ion—if you have recognit ion at  al l
about such matters.

Perhaps you will also come to see WHY I
am quite confident that you have no authority
upon which to base an argument with me about
the “possibility of” inaccuracy.

[QUOTING:]

THE PARADOX AND STORY
OF THE CALENDAR.

The early Roman calendar originated as a
local calendar in Rome, supposedly drawn up
by Romulus some seven or eight centuries BC.
[H: And what of all those years prior to
Romulus?]

The year began in March and consisted of
10 months, six of 30 days and four of 31 days,
making  a  to ta l  o f  304  days ;  i t  ended  in
December, to be followed by what seems to
have been an unaccounted winter gap.  [H: Is
this, do you suppose, similar to leaving out
the 13th floor of a building wherein the
elevators, etc., only show ...11, 12, 14...?]

Numa Pompi l ius ,  t rad i t iona l ly  Rome’s
second king (715-673 BC) [H: How many
knew about old Pompus Numa?  And, what
did he do to merit being given full authority
and expert i se  over  your  ca lendar?] ,
supposedly added two extra months, January
and February,  to  f i l l  the  gap and to  have
increased the total  number of  days by 50,
making 354.  [H: It seems to me the world
would have been better off  had this  nut
taken up fiddling like Caesar.]

To obta in  suf f ic ien t  days  for  h i s  new
months, he deducted one day from the 30-day
months, thus having 56 days to divide between
January and February.

But  s ince  the  Romans  had ,  o r  had
developed ,  a  supers t i t ious  dread  of  even
numbers ,  January was given an extra  day;
February was still left with an even number of
days, but as that month was given over to the
infernal gods, this was considered appropriate.
The system allowed the year of 12 months to
have 355 days, an uneven number.

Etruscan Tarquinius Priscius (616-579 BC),
tradit ionally Rome’s fif th king,  supposedly
introduced the so-called Republican calendar.
He wanted the year to begin in January since it
contained the festival of the god of gates (later
the god of all beginnings), but this particular
reform was dropped with the expulsion of the
Etruscan dynasty in 510 BC.  [H: Isn’t this
the usual way man handles that which he
doesn’t like?]

The Roman Republ ican  ca lendar  s t i l l
contained only 355 days, with February having
28 days; March, May, Quintilis (July),  and
October having 31 days each; January, April,
June, Sextilis (August), September, November,
and December 29 days each.

It was basically a lunar calendar and short
by 10.25 days of a 365.25-day tropical (yep)
year.  To prevent it from becoming too far out
of step with the seasons, an intercalary month,
Intercalans ,  or Mercedonius  (from merces
meaning wages, since workmen were paid at
this time of the year), was inserted between
February 23 and 24.

I t  consis ted of  27 or  28 days and was
added once every two years; and in historical
t imes at  least ,  the  remaining f ive days of
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February were omitted.
[H: And you guys think you have a y2k

problem?]
In the middle of the first century BC Julius

Caesar  inv i ted  Sos igenes  [H:  WHO?],  an
Alexandr ian as t ronomer  [H: Oh,  OK.] ,  to
advise him about the reform of the calendar.
Sosigenes decided that the only practical step
was to abandon the lunar calendar altogether.
[H:  Now,  that’s  somewhat  log ica l  but
“somewhat” is almost like “nearly”.]

Months must be arranged on a seasonal
basis, and a tropical (solar) year used, as in the
Egyptian calendar, but with its length taken as
365.25 days, a value more accurate than the
Egyptians’ 365.

The months of the Julian [H: Who?  What
do you KNOW about this dude,  Julian?]
calendar apparently were taken over from the
Roman Republican calendar but were slightly
modi f ied  to  g ive  a  more  even  pa t te rn  of
numbering.

The Republican calendar of March, May,
and Quintilis (July), which has each possessed
31 days, were retained unaltered.  Although
there is doubt about the details, changes seem
probably to have occurred as follows:  [H:
Now keep up with this, readers, because you
are so quick to discount my numbering as to
disclaim me as well .   Let’s just see who
might actually be confused and off, just a
little bit.]

Except for October, all the months that had
previously had 29 days had either one or two
days  added .   January ,  September ,  and
November retained two days, bringing their
to ta l s  to  31 ,  whi le  Apr i l ,  June ,  Sext i l i s
(August), and December received one day each,
bringing their total of 30.  October was reduced
by one day to a total of 30 days [H: Which
makes Dharma born on Halloween instead of
the day before—except of course there was
no Hal loween af ter  a l l?] ,  and  February
increased to 29 days, or 30 in a bissextile year.
[H:  Hummnn,  this  b issext i le  must  mean
something important like perhaps a year on
Viagra?]

With the exception of February, the scheme
resu l ted  in  months  having  30  or  31  days
alternately throughout the year.  And to help
farmers, Caesar issued an almanac showing on
which  da tes  of  h i s  new ca lendar  var ious
seasonal  astronomical  phenomena  would
occur.

But the arrangements did not last long.
In 44 BC, the second year of the Julian

calendar, the Senate decided to change Quintilis
to Julius (July), in honor of Julius Caesar.  In
8 BC Augustus prevailed upon them to change
Sextilis to Augustus (August), in his honor.

Moreover,  Augustus fel t  that  his  month
must have at  least  as many days as Julius
Caesar’s.  Thus, February was reduced to 28
days and August increased to 31.

But because this made three 31 day months
(Ju ly ,  Augus t ,  and  September)  appear  in
succession, Augustus reduced September to 30
days, added a day to October to make it 31
days,  reduced November by one day to 30
days, and increased December from 30 to 31
days, giving the months the lengths they have
today.  [H: Oh my, what all DO you people
“render unto Caesar”, and call it LAW?]

[END OF QUOTING]

So, how did we come along then and base
our counting?  Oh easy to say: We picked up
with a new system when the ANCIENTS ran
out  of  count ing on the i r  ca lendars .   I s  i t
accurate?  NO, of course not.   I t  can’t be
accurate because in REALITY—there is NO
TIME, only sequence.  Therefore, one counting
cycle is about as foolish as any other.  BUT,
IF WE ALL SET OUR TIME CLOCKS TO
THE SAME TIME NOW, WE WILL AT THE
LEAST KNOW EXPLICITLY WHAT WE
MIGHT MEAN IF WE USE A TERM.  AT
LEAST YOU CAN LOOK IT UP.

And so, is today actually the 4th of January
or the 3rd?  Neither, in Southeast Asia it is the
3rd—in California it is the 2nd.  Who is on
first and what is on second?  And if that is
true, who is under over and therefore over is
under who?  Why don’t we all come to dead
standstill, get out our fiddles and play a stupid
tune?  It matters not a whit in Hell, readers,
for  i t  i s  th i s  year  and  YOU ARE IN
TROUBLE.

So,  le t  us  tu rn  to  another  in te res t ing
presentation from Alejandro R. Roces:

[QUOTING:]

NINE,
A  MYSTIC  NUMBER

The number nine has a characteristic that no
other number has.  If multiplied by the eight
other digits each answer will  enigmatically
(look it up) add up to nine.  To illustrate:

1 x 9 = 9
2 x 9 = 18;     1 + 8 = 9
3 x 9 = 27;     2 + 7 = 9
4 x 9 = 36;     3 + 6 = 9
5 x 9 = 45;     4 + 5 = 9
6 x 9 = 54;     5 + 4 = 9
7 x 9 = 63;     6 + 3 = 9
8 x 9 = 72;     7 + 2 = 9
9 x 9 = 81;     8 + 1 = 9

That is only one of the characteristics of
the number nine.  Nine consists of the trinities.
Three is supposed to symbolize the perfect
unity; twice three, the perfect dual; thrice three,
the perfect plural.  [H: I bet you all knew
this, didn’t you?]

We want to make it clear that we do not
believe in numerology, all we are saying is that
cer ta in  numbers  have acquired a  myst ique
because of a series of things associated with
the particular number.  In Greek mythology,
there were nine Muses who were the goddesses
of memory but later came to be identified with
individual arts and sciences.  By coincidence,
there are also nine choirs of angels.  Was this
pure coincidence or was it a conscious attempt
by the early Church authorities to replace all
things pagan with Christian equivalents.  All
our major feasts start with a novena, which is
a cycle of prayers spanning nine days.  The
devotion of receiving Holy Communion on
consecut ive  f i r s t  Fr idays  i s  a l so  for  n ine
months.  The human gestation period is nine
months.

In  cont ras t ,  the  number  s ix  has  been
designated the number of sin in Revelation,
where  i t  s ta tes :  “Let  h im tha t  ha th
understanding count the number of the beast —
for it is the number of man; and his number is

six hundred three scores and six.”  In short, the
figure six resembles the number nine upside-
down.  By that analogy, nine is the opposite of
sin.

For the rest of this year, we will be writing
the figure nine three times, every time we write
the date.  Next year, we will be substituting
three zeros for three nines, for it will be the
year 2000.  Usually, we change only one or
two digits.

Yesterday was the start of the New Year,
tomorrow is the Epiphany, the last day after
Christmas.  The feast of the Three Kings (Los
Reyes Mayos) used to be the highlight of our
Christmas celebration.  That is when people
exchange gifts to commemorate the very first
gifts that the child Jesus received from the
Three Wise Men from the East .   [H: And
please note that the three THINGS brought
were gold, frankenstein and mirth.  Oops, I
meant frankincense and myrrh (most people
can’t spell this one well enough to look it up.
To most  i t  might  wel l  bet ter  have  been
frankfurters and mush.]  The American [H:
Pay attention.]  Santa Claus upstaged the
Three Kings.  Today, only the Casino Espanol
commemorates the event.  The English carol
“The Twelve Days of Christmas” is also passe.
This year there were only NINE  days after
Chris tmas.   Chris tmas degenerated f rom a
religious holy day to a commercial holiday
dur ing  the  Amer ican  reg ime [H:  In  the
Philippines.]   That was when Santa Claus
replaced the Three Kings [H: And effectively
REPLACED CHRIST.]

[END OF QUOTING]

And that, visitors to Manila, is WHY you
had a repeat of fireworks in the Christmas
colors last night!

And what other things do you Anti-Christ
Christians from the U.S. and Britain do at
Christmas?  You go over and bomb the ones
whose true religion was birthed and based on
the teachings of the Christ.  Do they practice
what they preach in the land of Islam?  DO
YOU?  You just bomb them anyway, on their
holiest of holy days, and you somehow believe
God will  more greatly bless you who kil l ,
maim and destroy?  I don’t think so, foolish
chilluns.

You are so all-fired willing to CLAIM or
disclaim GOD?  I wonder how many of you are
aware that  your claim on GOD IS OF NO
IMPORTANCE?  DOES GOD CLAIM YOU?
Now, THAT might be important.

I want you to go back and read about upon
what the Phoenix built its nest and upon what
i t  fed ,  and  you  wi l l  f ind  tha t  i t  used
frankincense and myrrh.  Let  us  just  say
that  the  f lames  might  wel l  represent   the
“gold”  in  th is  l i t t l e  p lay—jus t  to  keep  i t
interesting.

And by the way, I repeat: THIS IS THE
YEAR OF THE LORD—999—WHATEVER
YOU PREFER.   And,  wi l l  the  sugar  in  a
cupcake hurt the Billy-birds?  Well, it won’t
rot their teeth!

WHAT WILL YOU DO THIS YEAR?
SO BE IT FOR IT WILL COME TO

PASS—ON YOUR WATCH!
I suggest you STAND IN THE LIGHT so

God’s troops don’t miss you!
Dad.  
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1/6/99  #3    DORIS EKKER

I, Doris, ask that it be understood that “I”
am writing this note and asking that it be put
in to  the  paper .   I t  i s  very  persona l  and
supportive of Al’s choices of writings.  I am
embarrassed to say I have hardly thanked Al for
his  above-and-beyond service  in  his  many
different roles since he first came to Tehachapi
in early winter, 1988.  He has quietly done so
much and asked so little that we don’t often
enough note his total dedication.

I do not claim to fame and mostly shy away
from great wisdom—but I think this is worthy
of sharing.  Most of you know that I have had
a bad few years with congestive heart failure
and lungs so compromised it is such an effort
just to breathe, and my whole body generally
just spiraling downhill.  Some days would be
MUCH better than others but steadily health
deteriorated.

Sure, EJ and I both have stress—probably no
more than we should be able to handle, though.
No, the stresses have not passed and neither
have  some of  these  long- te rm phys ica l
compromises.

We came to the Philippines and subsequently
blamed everything that happened to us on that
old saw of being away from home, strange food,
strange people, and thus and so.

We ate what people eat and drank what
people drink, but I really got sick and my cough
got so annoying and “productive” that I was
frightened that I wouldn’t get to finish my
work .   Af te r  a l l ,  THAT had  been  ge t t ing
increasingly worse all along the way.  Well,
let’s just say that the condition of my lungs is
better than in at least three years.  Almost all
of the rattle and rasp is gone from the lower
lobes and this is, I KNOW, due to constant
attention with colloids and Oxysol through the
nose, etc., many times a day.  This was to
conserve use of great quantities of solution
because over here we have a hard time not
giving them away, and extremely expensive
shipping, etc.

We haven’t had Gaiandriana since we left,
and that is notably missing, along with the
colloidal vitamins and minerals—but that is not
my reason for sharing.

Day before yesterday E.J. and I were both
blown up like a couple of hot-air balloons and
enough was enough already.  Sure, we were
eating too much and obviously too much of the
wrong things—BUT, I noted that my feet and
legs,  eyes and general  body were not only

bloated but I really could hardly walk and I
mean seriously in trouble.

I would start across the street and perhaps
with three aspirin in me I could make it across
and back but boy, I hurt.  I blamed everything,
including a demand to get some of the fat off,
and thus a couple of days ago I announced to
Rick and Charles that they were on their own—
we were going to eat nothing that might be
other than protein or product of my choosing—
in other words, the fat was going in the fire.

This still is not my story so please bear with
me.

The last week’s paper had come but had not
yet made it to us.  But, for our usual “exercise”
program we went to the mall across the street,
ate simple “bald” roast chicken and generally
felt better than I dared believe.  Along with the
chicken, and nothing else, was a diet coke.

We went and kissed the BILLY BIRD and
came back to the room.  I  knew I  was in
trouble  on the way up the elevator  so we
hurried a bit faster and I got into the room.
E.J. went to Rick’s room to exchange papers
and I said I would lie down.  Well, I didn’t
make it to the bed but hit everything in that
corner of the room with everything of me.
When  I  roused  enough  to  look  around,
I couldn’t lift my head or either hand—I mean
I had no ability to move and everything hurt.
I was pouring sweat to the point my clothes
were soaked and a puddle of water had formed
by dripping off my face.

EJ found me like that and got me to the bed
where I began to cool down a bit but I was so
wiped out that I simply couldn’t get around and
I said, “God, is this it?”  I got a resounding,
“NO, now get with the program and read your
messages.”  Since I couldn’t do anything else I
picked up the latest CONTACT.  [Editor’s note:
Doris is referring to the 12/29/98 issue of
CONTACT.]

I read the Aspartame article Al put in.  I
realized EJ and I HAD every symptom.  Worse,
I’ve been harboring the fear that especially E.J.
might just have ALZHEIMER’S and senility had
also crept into my own memory programs.  I
was stopped, stunned, and it finally made it
through, Al.  You and Ed had told us about
Aspartame and other bad products but I couldn’t
hear  because I  wanted to  always conserve
calories on such as drinks, etc.

That very morning I had changed FROM a
mixture of coffee or tea with sugar and cream
already mixed.  About the only way to have
anything in the room at reasonable expense—

and guess what, went out of my way to get
NutraSweet and Equal.

But perhaps just as important for us was the
addition of the reminder about MSG.  Wow, and
by golly, in this place and all through Asia you
don’t buy MSG in little shaker containers—it is
sold in the market in 5 and 10 pound BAGS.
It is a staple for the cooking over here.

Now that was yesterday morning.  Cutting
out EVERYTHING with Aspartame and MSG,
and getting some of the sweetener recommended
(Stevia, couldn’t find saccharine) the swelling in
my feet  and legs is  almost GONE.  I  feel
GOOD and tha t  i s  wi thout  ANYTHING,
including an antihistamine.  Is this a miracle?
I don’t know.  I can see in E.J.’s face that the
bloat is going so what have we here?

My assumption is that after being hit over
the head with a dresser, bedstead, hardwood
floor  across  both  knees ,  and a  chair ,  that
perhaps I could PAY ATTENTION now that
God “GOT MY ATTENTION”.

I  ac tua l ly  WALKED through what  i s
probably the largest aviary in the world, among
thousands of big birds, etc., for two hours and
my feet never even twinged me.  Distracted by
something I love?  Perhaps, but I don’t think
so!  My shoes are now too big and my feet and
toes actually bend like other people’s along with
both  ankles  moving  a lmos t  l ike  they  a re
supposed to move.

Are we all killing ourselves?  I think so.
I am reminded of something, though, as I

have a drink which I don’t like.  But then I
realize that I probably was tasting the coffee for
the first time in years—and frankly I never did,
and still don’t, like coffee.

I  remember ,  as  we  would  have  th ings
without all the dressings, chemicals and other
enhancements to the food, that I didn’t like
most of the vegetables or much of anything else
without a lot of flavoring.

I wanted to share this because if I can save
one person even a day of misery, please use
this information.  It surely won’t hurt to try
your world without these two additives.

THAT is difficult over here because we have
such restrictions but we do have a burner that
works and I just scrambled some eggs with
onion this morning and even if it is not my
choice meal—we feel good and the day is now
late.

Are we busy?  Indeed.  We are now moved
off into such incredible things of which to tell
when  we  get  home  (and  the  projects  are
not  j eopard ized)  as  to  shock  even  we
“believers”.

Things are changing and i t  t ruly is  the
TIME OF GOD and I  don’ t  mean  in  the
Pretender category.  “Pretenders” are probably
going to end up on their assets out in the cold.
Except in Southeast Asia it IS NEVER COLD.
Perhaps we here have to deal with out-in-the-
Hot which is too close to you-know-what to
want to spend much time there.

We have not advertised our activities much
in the paper to protect the activities.  We have
plenty of enemies and that won’t get better. But
we are getting a good scatter in the fan of Light
and Truth and I can actually have PITY for
some who have pulled the rope too taught.
Fa ther  has  sa id  tha t  there  i s  no  longer  a
MIDDLE LINE and we have an opportunity
here to be objective and watch and experience
things happening.

View From Philippines

Note From Doris
And The Road Show
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Can we stick it out?  Of course.  If we can’t
handle the circumstances back home—surely
someone else can fill in.  We are only a part
of this play and we are weary of hogging the
parts unto ourselves.  We are “there” with so
many things taking place that if 99 fall through
there are another 99 waiting to conclude.  If the
rent isn’t paid I suggest sending me an eviction
notice and I will show you that you can’t get
me out in less than 30 days.  And, Gunther,
Jackson, Granny and Cleary cost us our credit
cards so there really was no way to go but UP.
Now, WATCH US FLY—UP.

You have  taken the  paper  to  ever-new
heights and it is truly a joy and filled with
information we need.  Princeton, hang on to the
revealings of the caves—we are getting to the
story unfolding about them.  There are many of
those stashings over here also, but I don’t know
if we will take time to investigate them before
we come home for at least a visit.  We can’t
afford any trippings so we have to wait.  And,
actually, Dad didn’t say we had to go dig up
the  th ings .   Many of  the  mos t  impor tan t
information resources are in our own dooryard
or  backyard as  the  case  may be .   The El
Dorado-type stuff is scattered about all around
so we must find it and use it as it is already
presented.  Once we have a substantial banking
route we have gold all over the place waiting
for some way to use it.

I also think that Mr. Soros is going to help
us get rid of some of the buggers such as the
IMF as it now functions but, of course, worse
will be replacing it.  We don’t need much of a
shift to just go our way and let them hang one
another.

The Chris tmas Season here was a  total
de l igh t .   Even  i f  I  don’ t  buy  in to  the
“trappings” and rituals,  i t  has been a fully
wonderful experience and fairylands of lights
and beauty.

We laughed at  “Manny”,  our  person in
Mindanao, when he was asked if he wouldn’t
“convert” [to Muslim].  Well, as nearly as we
can tell Manny isn’t much of anything special—
just  a  n ice  guy who can get  th ings  done.
Where he is they are Islamic as are the Brunei
connections.  He just laughed and said, “No, I
don’t think so for why would I do that?”  I
totally agree, if you respect and work with GOD
and a Christ consciousness ALREADY, why
turn to other rituals to clutter the interim?  This
doesn’t mean, however, that we couldn’t enjoy
the wondrous l ights and friendships of the
people here, or for that matter in Malaysia,
where the same thing holds true.  Malaysia is
also Islamic—CHRIST-BELIEVING MUSLIMS.
Ramadan is  simply a march,  in thought or
otherwise, to Mecca, the central location or
focus of their Christ leaders.  And, I’ll tell you
something: I have no intention of ever judging
anyone again on these grounds for I come from
the most Evil of all Empires any way we try to
make it otherwise.

I don’t know what in soup Egypt and Saudi
Arabia are doing condemning Saddam along
with the US; I’m sure there are some bloody
Muslims—after all they all went with Lawrence
of Arabia, didn’t they?  Watch that movie again
and SEE EVIL at its best performance.  I’m
going to sort all this when I have time and that
is not today.

Love and our very best love and wishes are
with you.  Doris and the Road Show.  
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MERRILY  WE  ROLL  ALONG,
ROLL  ALONG,  ROLL  ALONG

It is finally becoming a bit more clear as to
why the Team has had to be so long away and
it has not been an easy stint of duty for them.
It is all but impossible to have four people in
the same suitcase for half a year and they need
a few Purple Hearts for the effort.  They not
only have NOT had hazardous duty pay—but no
pay at all!  So, we have to spend a little time
on the foreign correspondents.  Surely we may
not be the “odd couple” but this is pretty odd.
Fortunately we don’t have all four wanting to
quit at the same time.  They feel more like the
Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse than the Four
White Knights.  That’s OK, I have them all
down with Gombouie which are the hardest,
most miserable Philippine National “colds”
known to man.  They don’t “feel” like going
anywhere.

Disease germs don’t have any place to go
and die over here—the atmosphere and climate
are perfect for the thriving in the year-around
air for any escaping organism—except man, of
course.  Foreign visitors don’t stand a chance,
so for all your future pre-planning I suggest
you take this into consideration.

I think I can also point out that months
without Gaiandriana has left them open for
Immune System breakdown.  These are just
good lessons for your observation.

We truly, Team, had to get out of Malaysia,
where the scenery was a bit better and the
walking a bit safer, but you can’t have those
Yellow Fever “shots”—don’t even go there or
think about it.  At least for now, DO NOT
EVEN CONSIDER IT.

Things are taking place outside your view
and so what else is new?  Surely you knew that
I would not abandon you on some island in the
middle of Wacky-Wacky, or is that Wai Kai
Kai or,  oh well ,  you know what I  mean—
surely.  You certainly didn’t want to be in
South Mindanao with yesterday’s tidal wave,
did you?  Sometimes you simply have to use a
bit of patience and FAITH.

HOLY  ROMAN
CATHOLIC  CHURCH

The title itself is a major oxy-moron so
let’s not dwell there for long.  However, please

realize that,  even in THAT Church, this is
recognized AS THE YEAR OF THE LORD
GOD.  Wow, we finally have something in
common.

There  is  an  interesting  discourse  on
this  topic ,  inclus ive  of   prophecies ,   tha t
appears  in  the  Manila  S tandard ,  page  16,
Sunday, 1-10-98.  I will offer the major part of
the printing:

[QUOTING:]

WHO’S  AFRAID  OF  1999?

ST. MALACHY’S PAPAL PROPHECIES
[H: Look, readers, this is as good as any

prophecies, so don’t huff and puff and ignore
important information come in strange ways.]

When will the world end?
Most  of  the  prophec ies  s ta r t  o f f  wi th

calcula t ing the  age  of  the  Ear th  and then
projecting its end, based on the estimated length
of its life.

*  Nos t radamus ,  Edgar  Cayce  and  the
Seventh-Day Adventists prophesied the end of
the world to be the Year 2000.  However, there
are  sources  tha t  have  come up  wi th
Nostradamus saying that  1999 would bring
about change but the world would last up to
3797.  Nostradamus dated creation back to 4000
B.C.  [H: Gee whiz.]

* The Septuagint  put the creation of the
world at 5960 B.C.  Josephus at 3952 B.C., the
Venerable Bede at 3949 B.C. [H: And who
would  ever  argue  with  a  Venerable?] ,
Abraham Judaeus  [H:  This  one  sounds
impressive.]  at  3761 B.C.,  and the Bishop
Ussher at 6:00 in the afternoon of October 4004
B.C.

* St. Vincent Ferrier noted that the book of
Psalms  should  provide  the  key ,  so  the
Millennium would be in 2537.

* Scholars who’ve measured the chambers
of the pyramid very carefully,  assigning a
polar  inch  to  every  year  of  l ife  on
Ear th ,   pu t  t he  end  a t  2915 ,  da t ing  the
beginning of the world to 4128 B.C.  But
other  pyramidology  scholars  put  the  date
o f  “Res t i t u t ion”  a s  2874  A .D.   Ano the r
scholar,  Max  Toth,  puts  society’s  rebirth
after a  transition  period  from  1995-2025;
he says the Messiah’s  appearance  in  the
sky   wi l l    be   in  2934  [H:   But   not
considering  Operation  “Blue  Beam”.] ,
fo l lowed   by physical   re incarnat ion  in

View From Philippines

Clues From The Past
As New Year Unfolds
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2040.  The  Messiah  reincarnates  again  in
2135  and   in  2265.  The last date  indicated
in  the  pyramid,  according  to  him,  was
2979.

* This is supposed to be the end of the
432,000-year Kali Yuga (Darkness, Chaos), as
preached by the Hindus.  The Great Cycle of
Maha Yuga is thought to total 4,320,000 years.
One se t  of  ca lcula t ions  puts  Dawn of  the
present phase of the Kali Yuga at 3606 B.C.,
the twilight at A.D. 1939, and the end at A.D.
2442.

* The Hopis and Mayans recognize that we
are approaching the end of a World Age.  The
Mayans have a calendar system whose Thirteen
Baktun cycle will end either on December 24,
2011 [H:  Oh MY!  PAY ATTENTION,
PLEASE.] OR June 6, 2012.

* The Greeks recognized what was called
the PHOENIX CYCLE, derived from Egyptian
legends of the BENNU bird that rose from its
own ashes every 500 years.  The Phoenix Cycle
was considered to be so important that in the
first century A.D., early Egyptian Christian
mystics under St. Mark combined forces with
the Alexandrine Greeks to develop a calendral
sys tem that  would be  considered wi th  the
Phoenix Cycle’s rhythm, past and future.  It
was not fully accepted into Europe until one
Cycle later in A.D. 525, when it was introduced
by the Roman theologian and mathematician
Dionysus Exiguus,  who “christ ianized” the
Cycle and was the first to apply to it  the
term ANNO DOMINI.   Scholars  who have
studied the cycle find it amazingly precise.
Wi th  i t ,  the  year  2000 i s  indeed  very
significant.

THE  PAPAL  PROPHECIES
OF  MALACHY

Malachy  O’Morgai r  was  born  in  the
eleventh century.  He was considered to be a
holy man, having performed miracles, including
hea l ing  the  s ick ,  l ev i ta t ing  and  making
prophecies.  When he died in 1184, while on a
visit to St. Bernard of Clairvaux, he left among
his  e f fec t s  a  se r ies  of  shor t  en igmat ic
s ta tements  regard ing  the  ident i ty  of  the
sequence of popes from his time until the end
of the twentieth century.  He was subsequently
canonized as St. Malachy.

The peculiar prophecies left by Malachy are
mysterious and wonderfully apt descriptions of
the popes.  For example, Pope Alexander IV
had been Cardinal of OSTIA AND HE WAS
NAMED Signum Ostiensis.  The description of
the nineteenth century Pope Leo XIII  was
Lumen in Caelo (Light of Heaven), extremely
appropriate for a man whose family crest was
a comet.  Pope John XXIII who had originally
been Patriarch of Venice, was called Pastor
Nauta (Pastor of the Sea).   Pope Paul VI,
whose coat of arms carried the fleur-de-lys was
called Flors Florum (Flower of Flowers).  John
Paul I, whose reign only lasted thirty-three days
was called  De Mediatate Lunae  (of the half
Moon), and he met his death on the lunar half
month, one month after taking office.

Some of the others include:
Alexander VII (16554-87) Montium Custos

(Guardian of the Hills)
Clement XIII (1758-1769)  Roso Umbriae

(Rose of Umbria)
Pius VI (1775-99) Peregrinus Apostolicus

(Apostolic Wanderer)
Gregory VI (1831-46) De Balneis Etruriae

(From the baths of Etruria)
The present Pope John Paul II is De Labore

Solis (Laborer of the Sun) which may be in
reference to his  working under the Sun in
quarries of Poland when he was young.  Or,
due to the waning popularity of the Roman
Catholic Church, this could also be translated as
“from the lonely labor”.  Malachy lists two
more popes to follow the present Pope John
Paul II ,  Gloriae Olivae ,  and last ly,  Petrus
Romanus (Peter of Rome).  At that point, the
last judgment will happen.

BUT  FIRST——

But first, we have to deal with the y2k bug.
For  s leep less  n ights  as  the  Year  2000
approaches ,  ge t  yourse l f  a  copy  of  The
Economist’s special issue about the subject,
da ted  September  19 ,  1998 .   Or  access :
www.yardeni.com.

(Reference: Millennium Prophecies by A.T.
Mann.)

[END OF QUOTING]

Now readers ,  tha t  p ins  i t  r igh t  down,
doesn’t it?

I do, however, suggest you take the Phoenix
Cycles VERY SERIOUSLY for it is truly a
“sign of the times”.

I am asking to take the time to bring to
your attention a couple of things that I’m sure
have not missed Al’s quick eye, but are so
important that we will run them AGAIN here.
PAY ATTENTION FOR THE HOUSE OF
SATAN’S CARDS IS  STARTING TO
CRUMPLE AND TOPPLE.

MOTHER  OF  ALL  WARS?

You just didn’t understand what was being
said by Saddam Hussein’s comment about the
Gulf “Storm” when he said it would be the
Mother of All Wars.  You haven’t even begun
to experience the STING of the scorpions,
Judeo-Christian Zionist LIARS.

Pay  par t icu la r  a t ten t ion  to  the  f i r s t
paragraph of this article reprint.

[QUOTING, Associated Press ,  Monday,
January 11, 1999:]

IRAQ’S  PARLIAMENT
URGES  CONTINUED

DEFIANCE  OF  NO-FLY  ZONES

BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP)—Iraqi legislators
were expected TO OFFICIALLY RESCIND
RECOGNITION OF NEIGHBORING Kuwait
and back the leadership’s defiance of no-fly
zones imposed by Western powers.

A draf t  reso lu t ion  by  the  250-member
Nat iona l  Assembly  a l so  rubber -s tamped
President Saddam Hussein’s tough stance toward
UN weapons inspections.  The legislators were
scheduled to endorse the draft Sunday and send
it to the Revolutionary Command Council for
ratification.  It would then become law when
Saddam endorses it.

The  draf t  reso lu t ion ,  ob ta ined  by  The
Associated Press, was circulated following fiery
remarks by legislators ,  who lambasted UN
weapons  inspec tors  and  the  UN Secur i ty

Council for not lifting sanctions that the United
Nations imposed after Iraq’s 1990 invasion of
Kuwait.  The invasion sparked the 1991 Persian
Gulf War.

“What is the use of cooperating with the
Security Council at a time it has done nothing
to ease the sanctions?  It is essential that we
stop dealing with its resolutions,” said legislator
Usama Mahmoud.

He added that Iraq’s border with Kuwait
was  i l l ega l .   “Why do  we recognize  the
borders?   Why do we  recognize  Kuwait
itself?”

Iraq’s parliament formally endorsed the 105-
mile Kuwaiti-Iraqi border in 1993, dropping a
territorial claim on the emirate.  Lawmakers
said that Parliament had agreed to recognize
Kuwait within newly demarcated borders in the
hope that UN sanctions would be lifted.

In Kuwait ,  Brit ish Prime Minister Tony
Blair warned Iraq on Saturday not to attack its
neighbors or allied forces in the region, saying
the response to such action would be swift and
immediate.

[H: And what did Iraq have to say about
those  ne ighbors  USED by the  U.S .  and
Britain?]  “Blair’s visit was little more than a
bid to collect  money to pay for Operation
Desert Fox, last month’s four-day campaign of
air and missile strikes against Iraq.  His visit
i s  a imed a t  encouraging  the  Kuwai t i s  to
speedi ly  pay  the  b i l l  fo r  the  US-Br i t i sh
aggression,” Saad Kassem Hammudi told AFP
in Bagdad... “it is deplorable that Kuwait and
Saudi Arabia always serve their masters by
financing unjust i f ied aggressions against  a
brother country.”

“What Saddam has to realize is that we are
not  go ing  to  a l low h im to  th rea ten  h is
neighborhood or threaten the stability of the
region without taking action,” Blair said after
ar r iv ing  in  Kuwai t  to  v is i t  Br i t i sh  t roops
stationed there.

KUWAIT WAS PART OF IRAQ UNDER
THE OTTOMAN EMPIRE, which collapsed at
the end of World War I.  The British, who
then took control of the region, gave Kuwait
independence in 1961,  tr iggering years of
dispute over the border.

Speakers at the special session also called
on Saddam to defy the no-fly zones in northern
and southern Iraq and to sever ties with the
United Nations.  [H: Doesn’t look to me as if
they are trying to dump Saddam.]

“The  no- f ly  zones  a re  a  c r ime,”  sa id
lawmaker Naiba Toshi.  “We have the right to
fire at any aircraft violating our airspace.”

[END OF QUOTING]

All of you must realize the “no-fly” zones
are  NOT A UNITED NATIONS “THING”;
THEY ARE THE SOLE IDEA OF THE
UNITED STATES, AIDED AND ABETTED BY
BRITAIN.

And now for one to which you had best
REALLY PAY ATTENTION:

[QUOTING, AFP ,  Monday,  January 11,
1999:]

CHINA  WARNS
US  AGAINST  USING

RELIGION  FOR  MEDDLING

BEIJING, China (AFP)—China has warned
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the United States it will not allow religious
issues to be used as an excuse to meddle in
its internal affairs,  the official Xinhua  news
agency reported.

Y e  X i a o w e n ,  d i r e c t o r  o f  t h e  S t a t e
A d m i n i s t r a t i o n  o f  R e l i g i o u s  A f f a i r s ,
highl ighted the issue in  ta lks  with  Robert
S e i p l e ,  s p e c i a l  r e p r e s e n t a t i v e  o f  t h e  U S
Secretary of State for International Religious
Freedom, the overnight report said.

“ T h e  C h i n e s e  s i d e  i s  w i l l i n g  t o
increase  exchanges  wi th  o ther  countr ies  in
t h e  f i e l d  o f  r e l i g i o n  o n  t h e  b a s i s  o f
e q u a l i t y  a n d  m u t u a l  r e s p e c t ,  b u t  w e
r e s o l u t e l y  o p p o s e  a n y  a c t  o f  u s i n g  t h e
re l ig ious  i s sue  to  in te r fe re  in  the  in te rna l
a f fa i r s  o f  o the r  coun t r i e s , ”  he  sa id .

On the “International Religious Freedom
A c t ”  a d o p t e d  b y  t h e  U S  H o u s e  o f
Represen ta t ives  and  Sena te  l a s t  yea r ,  Ye
s a i d  i t  w a s  u p  t o  t h e  U n i t e d  S t a t e s  t o
formulate i ts own laws.

“However ,  i t  should be noted that  i f  a
c o u n t r y  m e d d l e s  i n  o t h e r  c o u n t r i e s ’
religious affairs and internal affairs through
its own domestic legislation and even puts
pressure on them by threatening to impose
s a n c t i o n s ,  w h a t  i t  d o e s  v i o l a t e s  t h e
pr inc ip les  of  the  in te rna t iona l  law and i s
not conducive to the exchanges in the field
of religion between the countries,” he said.

The  repor t  quoted  Seip le  as  saying  he
was impressed by the tremendous progress
Ch ina  has  made  s ince  he  f i r s t  v i s i t ed  in
1988.

He said an increase in exchanges in the
field of religion would help boost bilateral
relations.

China says i t  allows freedom of worship
but makes strenuous efforts  to prevent the
propagation of all  faiths and limits contacts
b e t w e e n  d o m e s t i c  a n d  f o r e i g n  r e l i g i o u s
groups.  Its stand has forced many believers
to practice their faith clandestinely.

The Vatican news agency Fides  reported
l a s t  M o n d a y  t h a t  p o l i c e  h a d  s u b j e c t e d  a
Catholic priest  to “sexual torture” [H: Say
what?  And what might “sexual torture”
mean?  It depends of course what “is the
m e a n i n g  o f  I S ”  a n d  w h o  i s  d o i n g  t h e
speaking.] in order to make him reveal his
contracts with underground priests.

[END OF QUOTING]

And so,  pray tel l ,  why do these power
brokers  go for th  to  force  thei r  s ick  ideas
and ideals on the world so that there must
be clandestine dark-side activities?  Because
it  is  wrong, that’s why!

I s  t h e r e  a n y  p o s s i b i l i t y  t h a t  m a n k i n d
might ever move out from under the Church
of Satan?  Looks pretty frightening, doesn’t
i t?

Wel l ,  you  had  bes t  l eave  China  a lone
with your meddling Vatican agents, Mormon
medd le r s ,  and  a l l  you  so -ca l l ed  (bu t  a r e
NOT) Christians who are of the synagogue
of  Sa tan  ( Judeo-Chr i s t i an  Zion is t s ) ,  AND
y o u  h a d  b e t t e r  w a t c h  t h e  S t a t e  o f  t h e
Dragon because that  f ire-breathing monster
can and will  EAT YOUR LUNCH.

The  yea r  o f  t he  r abb i t  means  no th ing
l ike  cute  Eas ter  Bunnies—let’s  ta lk  k i l ler
cottontails .

Corporate Strategies

Featuring
Pat Cavanaugh

&
Cort W. Christie

with Nevada Corporate Headquarters, Inc.

General Schedule:
Friday (optional)—Golf Outing and Open House at NCH

Saturday—Registration (8:00 am to 9:00 am)
Workshop (9:00 am to 5:00 pm)

Sunday—Workshop (9:00 am to 5:00 pm)

Workshop Registration Fee:
$595 per person/$295 per guest
Golf outing is an additional $50

Location:
Bally’s Hotel & Casino

Bally’s reservations are available for seminar attendees.
Call Bally’s before Jan. 26, 1999 and mention that you are

with NCH for guaranteed availability and best rate.

Date:
February 26, 27 & 28

REGISTER TODAY: 1-800-398-1077

“The Advanced Course”
Seminar

Nevada Corporate Headquarters, Inc.

A n d  b e t  y o u r  b o t t o m  p o t u k i e  t h a t  I
c e r t a i n l y  W I L L  N O T  I N T E R V E N E  O R
INTERFERE WITH THEIR CHOICES OF
ACTIVITIES.

And to you who think you can go right
on  murder ing  the  murderers  and rapis t s—
you might THINK a bit .   I t  is  said in ALL
YOUR PROPHECIES that the good will  get
g o o d e r  a n d  t h e  b a d  w i l l  g e t  b a d d e r — i n
these t imes of change.  Doesn’t  anyone out
there realize WHY?

When you toss out “reincarnation”, you
make about as bad an error as you possibly

could acknowledge.   I f  you ki l l  a  wicked
person he is going to come back in an even
s h o r t e r  t i m e  f o r  M O R E  R E V E N G E  a n d
WORSE WORSE.  The goodly don’t have to
come back for further tutoring, so what you
have among the  GOOD are  those  that  are
g e t t i n g  g o o d e r  a n d  g o o d e r .   B u t  t h o s e
badder ones are about the WORST you can
conjure.

This may well be pitifully poor grammar
b u t  y o u  h a d  b e t t e r  s t a r t  l o o k i n g  a n d
listening because YOU IS IN IT!

Salu.   
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THE  “ALPHA”  WRITING

This is a bit of an inside code, “Alpha”, because our file numerals are 01111.  You won’t want to change that but you will want to make this
writing easily accessible.  I am going to explain what is taking place in the Philippines and with the Asian central bankers, along with Greenspan
and the Bank of International Settlements in Hong Kong.

The “Global” “thing” has become that hot potato with which nobody wanted to deal but could no longer bury.  And no, I don’t speak of elderly
certificates or cute contracts—but criminal activities.  You can’t do anything with paper if it is deemed in the world to be no good.  However, if
you utilize the PLAN there is much you can do with leverage.

I am obligated to not give details of any ongoing negotiations or structured, in structuring, or conclusive agreements.  However, I am not going
to HIDE or further secret away the methodology of the Plan itself and how it is being both wisely and unwisely utilized.

This will be a big focus at the “informal” bankers’ meeting in Hong Kong today.  We will just wait to see what the outcome of those “top secret
‘informal’” meetings might produce but it is hard to call all that stuff in the fan anything other than what it is and, my goodness, there is a lot of
“Oh shit-ing” going on on the merry-go-round.

Rumors are correct: the Global “stuff” has been qualified and a lot of worst-case banking games are being uncovered as buy-offs and outs have
been attempted but there is something about the criminal mind—you can’t shut up everyone all the time.  And, further, it is not due to filching that
brings the house of cards down—it is the boasting big shots right through their mouths.

Does Greenspan have a problem?  Not if he works with the global community but otherwise his problem ranges, in the counting of one to ten,
somewhere about 197.

THE  PHILIPPINE  GAME

The “game” in the Philippines is as expected, a cute “try to filch” gamble.  Can they pull off a big coup, get money FREE from the scoundrels
without having to pay anything (as is being promised by the Elite brokerage players called British Israel Elite [City of London]).  How?  Well, kids,
“Where did all the gold bars go?  Long time mi-iss-ing.  Where did all the gold stuff go—a long time ago?”  2nd chorus: “To the Devil all of it—a
long time ago.”  Well, you get my meaning.

Now for a tiny tale, but one of which great movies are made: “One day a long time ago——there were some men who thought they could gain
the world and take the property, the gold AND control, while owning the people.”

So, these men set about finding the perfect way to accomplish this feat.  That wasn’t too hard, what with everyone in POWER in the highest
political places, so they set about their task with great gusto and macho mayhem.

Since the major gold and currency criminals had a big network and their own “gain the world” plan working it became an easy thing to merge
parts of both plans into a big loop over which control could be exerted, THEY THOUGHT, until the end of time.  But oops, they didn’t take into
consideration, GOD.  Oh darn it!  Neither did they take into consideration that once they started murdering Russell Herman, the holder of these
precious documents, he wouldn’t play ball with them and would see to it that they were CAUGHT in the act of sticky-finger rape and plunder with
ever so little an amount of pillage.

Russell Herman called on ME, Yeorgos Ceres Hatonn, who happened to hold a pretty high position up the ladder—almost to the Cosmos, as a
matter of fact.  He placed the whole package, hook, line, and corporation into my CARE AND NURTURING.

All things were then registered and entered into the LEGAL BOOKS OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
Now for you inquiring minds: Mr. Bentsen of Texas took over the mandated qualifying and hiding of said stuff, HE THOUGHT.  Oh, elaborate

plans were carried out and even Col. Ollie North got to lie, cheat and steal, under the shelter of National Security, about those little deals—about
most of which he knew NOTHING (at first).  By the time Russell was dying, however, he knew how serious this mess had become.  But after all, it
became his problem of just how to extract information and signatures from Russell without getting Bush and brigade caught—you know, SPECIAL
FORCES methods of information gathering.  But, I could help Russell go through that phase of his ordeal by removing “him”, basically, from the
experience except to observe.

All good students of history will recall that Mr. Bentsen remained into the next administration (Clinton’s) for some strange reason, beyond that
of ordinary changeover.  Further, at about that same time the Secretary of Treasury was being paid by the IMF and all the transfer of the U.S.
Judicial System along with the Treasury Department was being finalized within the Federal Reserve System, IMF and World Bank.  All the gold
reserves had been shifted out of the vaults of the U.S. and into the vaults of the NEW system.  The gold remaining in the United States went to the
British Israel operations (through the brokerage houses and Elite banks) in New York, or was shipped for storage abroad.

I marvel at the limited scope of your realization, people.  You know all that gold wealth being paid to Holocaust victims from here, there and
everywhere?  Why don’t YOU apply, citizen?  Have you not been HURT by that old and nasty Holocaust?  No, I mean YOU, whoever you are or
whatever you claim as race, creed or color.  YOU HAVE BEEN HURT, YOU MUST REALIZE THAT—DON’T YOU?

The rest of the gold available was stashed hither and yon—yea, even with Saddam you-know-who.
Things went along fine except that, even after the recovering of the corporation and reconforming and reconfirming the documents into legal

negotiable CONTRACT, the BOYS didn’t want to give up their lop-sided game.

—PUBLIC NOTICE—
The Alpha Memorandum

Editor’s note: To fulfill the legal requirements, we will be presenting the following as a legal Public Notice for four consecutive weeks.  This
is the first of four presentations.
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By this time Rubin was in the Treasurer seat and Janet Reno was in the judicial seat of power—BOTH ARE PAID EMPLOYEES OF THE
INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND (you will find that so too are such as the Sec. of State, Defense, etc., paid by FOREIGN POWERS THROUGH
THE SAME SYSTEM).  WITH NOTHING TO DO WITH THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA EXCEPT AS POWER-WIELDERS FOR FOREIGN
POWERS.  You will note that these people do not use the U.S. Constitution nor do they actually use the U.N. Charter—they use the Talmudic Law
of the Elders of Zion.

Ah, but even with the ongoing security IN PLACE, the “Boys” didn’t quit.  They came along and did their own thing—AGAIN.  But it is quite
unlawful and invalid—ISN’T IT?  But by now a lot of collapse, horrendous fall-out and a lot of bad management have passed under the bridge of
LIGHT and LIFE.  In addition, a LOT of very important (at least to themselves) people were not aware of the game being shoved off onto their
“responsibility” shoulders by those with access to “Plausible Denial”.

So came Soros and the money banditos snatching and snitching while dealing in currencies and gold reserves, gold in general, derivatives,
options trading, rollovers and anything with multi-100 + percent pay-back per WEEK (or day), whichever was good on a given day and transaction.

Now, back at the farm, I could just watch and wait for I have a lot of patience and plenty of “time” to wait—until everything got into as big a
mess as it appears to be today.  So, we will just leave it there for now.

Our program is not to cash out anything, ladies and gentlemen, with undue coverage or non-restraint.  The only way you can balance anything
and bring any kind of order back into your world programs is to back that currency in your hands, now run into chaos, through a substantial
“backing” with value.  That is usually gold as the accepted commodity.

But, the grabbers are still in there “everywhere” doing their insane interest-gaining fiddling.  And, moreover, most of the Elite politicians, who
think themselves so very important, work right along with them.  Both play games of intrigue and lies.  They don’t even know any other way to
play.  AND, THEY ARE FEAR-FILLED COWARDS OF THE WORST KIND.

The brokerage butchers, i.e., Morgan, Smith Barney, et al., offer and give backup, agree to do loans on bond floats and lower interest than the
IMF and hope to save face out there some five years minimum before they are found out as having bought the whole offering themselves.  But, it
seems there is nothing else they could have actually done.

Fine.  But who would invest under such circumstances?  Nobody.  So, what has happened?  SIMPLE: The Central Bank is backing the bonds
with GOLD.  Now, know that the Central Bank is the ONLY BANK that can even handle gold in the Philippines, so that gave the Central Bank the
inside edge on this deal.  The Philippines has NO INTENTION WHATSOEVER OF PAYING BACK THE IMF, PAYING OFF THE NATIONAL
DEBT, OR PAYING ANY INTEREST BEYOND “SHOW”, AND NEVER THE PRINCIPLE INVOLVED.  Never did and never will!

Ah—BUT BIG FLUB IN THE THINKING!  THAT LEAVES NOTHING UPON WHICH TO BASE THE FUNDING AND, LATER, WHAM,
BAM, AND THANK YOU MA’AM, THE GOLD WILL BE SEIZED, IF THINGS CONTINUE AS THEY ARE NOW MOVING, BY THE ELITE
FORCES (ARMY) OF THE WORLD GOVERNMENT—AND THE PHILIPPINES BECOMES A THING (NATION) OF THE PAST HISTORY OF
THE DOWNFALL OF THE WORLD KNOWN AS EARTH SHAN.

Are you with me so far, readers?  Isn’t this a cute tale of intrigue and nastiness?
Cogs began to fall into the spokes, however, when George Bush bought a bunch of stashed gold from Saddam.  They were just running a really

smooth game and it is still in progress.  That nice Inter-American Development Bank (Bunko) has just set up little nice banks all around, you know,
the little Asian Development Bank, European Development Bank, Hong Kong Development Bank, East Po-dunk Development Bank, and ever so
many more.  This sprang out of Inter-American Investment Corporation—MINE—originally set up by the Bush Boys but never through Incorporation—
OOPS, BIG GOOF!!

This also was pretty much inclusive of the DEPOSIT TRUST outfit who runs all the stocks, etc., yours included.  Names are changed on
investments and never do the investors even be able to FIND their accounts and all those that can be located NOW will not be around after y2k for
that is why y2k was invented in the first place.

Several banks were set up specifically to run this money into arms, drugs, whatever, among which were BNL AND THE OLD AND FAMOUS
BCCI.

Now comes along goodie-two-shoes with golden wings or something and thinks a change can be wrought?  Yep, and these boots are gonna walk
all over the spooks.

Can it be done through established banks?  Of course, but not if they won’t play fair and just.
It WILL be done through non-interest bearing banks which have been kept as big dark secrets from you nice Judeo-Christians—and are generally

recognized in the bank circles as ISLAMIC-TYPE BANKS.
Now, anybody who has gold can play in this game and they don’t even need us—UNTIL they find that the world forces can come forth and

simply take their gold reserves up, up and away to their secret hiding places.
IF, HOWEVER, THERE SITS A DEBT AGAINST THE TAKERS, WHOEVER MIGHT REPLACE THE IMF OR WHATEVER—THE BANK

SIMPLY HANDS THE AMOUNT OF OBLIGATION OVER TO THE TAKERS IN LIKE FORM—RIGHT OUT OF THEIR OWN POT.
Now, I ask, IS THIS HARD TO UNDERSTAND?  I didn’t think so!  And, are there banks enough, nations enough, and people enough to use

such a strange idea as gold for currency?  The U.S. did until the Federal Reserve took over the U.S. and then the World—thanks to Mr. Wilson.
Oh indeed, Global has truth and the right-real stuff.  Who will dare to use it?  The better question is: WHO DARES NOT TO USE IT IN THIS

COLLAPSING WORLD ECONOMY?
The silly shysters put outrageous “market” numbers up for your attention.  People, wake up, anyone with a net-line can put up any numbers they

want you-the-dreamy-eyed to see and be fooled all the time.  The Big Boys are out of their minds with concern and panic.
Do they want to “deal”?  Well, as Bush said once, “...not at this time”.  Actually they do but I wanted to remind everyone of the original

offering of cooperation at the beginning of this odyssey.  Let’s just call it the Yellow Brick Road Odyssey.
Can “they” play in the game too?  Yep, and it would make everything so much easier on EVERYONE.  THE WORLD WANTS A WAY TO

RECOVER STABILITY, NOT HANG CRIMINALS.  THE POLITICIANS AND THIEVES WILL HANG THEMSELVES, OR ONE ANOTHER.
Does my little Team know all this and/or the details of my negotiations or the twirp-games being put forth?  No, and they don’t need to know.

They just need to keep on plugging away and hold strong in the face of great difficulties.  But always remember something: GOD’S DELAYS ARE
NOT GOD’S DENIALS.

And the “Philippines” or anyone else can play any game they want to play—and it simply will only be a momentary relief—sort of like soothing
the stomach ulcer pain—but the ulcer is just getting bigger and bigger and bigger and it will again hemorrhage without ability to put a cork in the
hole.

The bandits may well be able to contain some of the people some of the time—but they cannot, nor shall they ever, contain ME.
I would in fact like to just sign off this little message as:
George C. Hatonn, C.E.O., C.O.O.,
GLOBAL ALLIANCE INVESTMENT ASSOCIATION (GLOBAL) (aka GAIA)
I am also recognized as Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn (hATON

n)
 (but unless you have a Greek or Aramaic-Arabic keyboard you can’t actually spell it

correctly).
You may call me “Aton”.
Any questions may be directed to the Federal Reserve, IMF, World Bank or U.S. Treasury (but they will lie to you for the heads of those

organizations have their orders and being good Talmudic Kol Nidre-disciplined children, will do so under oath).  Look it up.  
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